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Microwave technology plays a central role in current wireless communications, standing among
them mobile communication and local area networks (LANs). The microwave range shows relevant
advantages with respect to other frequencies in open-air transmission, such as low absorption losses
and low energy consumption, and it is additionally the natural working frequency in superconducting quantum technologies. Entanglement distribution between separate parties is at the core
of secure quantum communications. Therefore, understanding its limitations in realistic open-air
settings, specially in the rather unexplored microwave regime, is crucial for transforming microwave
quantum communications into a mainstream technology. Here, we investigate the feasibility of an
open-air entanglement distribution scheme with microwave two-mode squeezed states. First, we
study the reach of direct entanglement transmission in open-air, obtaining a maximum distance
of approximately 500 meters in a realistic setting with state-of-the-art experimental parameters.
Afterwards, we adapt entanglement distillation and entanglement swapping protocols to microwave
technology in order to reduce environmental entanglement degradation. While entanglement distillation helps to increase quantum correlations in the short-distance low-squeezing regime by up
to 46%, entanglement swapping increases the reach by 14%. Then, we compute the fidelity of a
continuous-variable quantum teleportation protocol using open-air-distributed entanglement as a
resource. Finally, we adapt the machinery to explore the limitations of quantum communication
between satellites, where the thermal noise impact is substantially reduced and diffraction losses are
dominant.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Quantum communication [1–3] represents an application of quantum information theory that tackles the subject of information transfer by taking advantage of purely
quantum resources, such as superposition and entanglement. By establishing quantum channels to share quantum resources, namely quantum states, as well as secure
classical channels, it aims at outperforming classical communication protocols in both efficiency and security.
Among the best-known quantum communication protocols, quantum teleportation [4, 5] aims at transferring
information of an unknown quantum state held by one
party, to a second party at a remote location, by means of
an entangled resource and classical communication. Initially proposed for discrete-variable quantum states [6, 7],
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this protocol has also been studied in continuous-variable
settings [8–10].
Another notorious advantage of quantum communication is quantum key distribution [11, 12], whose foundation has been set by two distinct protocols: BB84 [13]
and E91 [14]. These protocols allow two distant parties
to develop a shared random key, which is unconditionally
secure against eavesdroppers by virtue of quantum laws.
At the heart of many quantum communication protocols lies entanglement distribution [15–18], also a key
point for the famous quantum internet idea [19–21];
quantum entanglement distribution represents the act of
sharing entangled states between communication parties.
This has been experimentally attained [22–24], as well as
quantum key distribution [25–27] and quantum teleportation [28–33], through optical fibers and through openair.
The subject of quantum communication has been developped parallel to other areas such as quantum computing, quantum sensing [34, 35] or quantum metrology [36, 37], to which it is usually tangential. Quantum

computing, for example, is expected to benefit from efficient transfer of quantum information between processing
units, a proposal that is categorized as distributed quantum computing [38, 39]. Quantum sensing and quantum metrology profit from the use of entanglement in
their attempt to perform high-resolution measurements
on various systems. By using quantum resources, they
can reach ultimate measurement limits set by quantum
mechanics, thus outperfoming classical strategies. Respective examples can be found in detection of gravitational waves at LIGO [40, 41], in measurement of biological systems [42, 43], quantum imaging [44, 45], navigation [46], and synchronization [47], among others.
The flourishing of these quantum-information-based
fields has come hand in hand with the development of
quantum technologies, among which superconducting circuits stand out in terms of controllability, scalability, and
coherence. Partially, this is due to the development of
Josephson junctions (JJs) [48], nonlinear elements with
essential applications in quantum computation [49–51]
and quantum information processing [52, 53]. This has
led to different experiments in quantum state transfer
and remote entanglement preparation between various
JJ-based superconducting devices [54–61], as well as to
sensitive noise analysis [62, 63]. These devices naturally
work at microwave frequencies (1-100 GHz), for which
the number of thermal photons per mode at room temperature (T = 300 K) is around 1250 at 5 GHz, thus
creating the need for cryogenic cooling in order to shield
superconducting circuits from thermal noise. This problem is somewhat non-existing in the optical regime, where
most quantum communication experiments have been
performed so far. However, in this regime there are
many other sources of errors and inefficiencies [64]: large
absorption losses in open-air and significant power consumption requirements. At the same time, in order to
establish a quantum communication channel between superconducting quantum circuits, one requires either to
convert microwave photons to optical domain [65, 66] or
to use microwave quantum signals directly. The former
approach still suffers from huge conversion quantum inefficiencies on the order of 10−5 . Therefore, it is natural to
consider the purely microwave quantum communication
approach, its advantages and limitations.
Another interesting application of the Josephson junction is the Josephson parametric amplifier (JPA), a device that can generate squeezed states [67], from which
entangled resources [68, 69] can be produced for quantum communication with microwaves. Among the various applications of open-air entanglement distribution,
quantum teleportation represents one of the fundamental
quantum communication protocols, since its associated
network has just two nodes: Alice and Bob. This protocol has been explored in the microwave cryogenic environment, both theoretically [70] and experimentally [10].
However, a realistic model for open-air quantum teleportation with microwaves should take into account additional challenges associated with impedance mismatches

and absorption losses in order to find ways to mitigate
these imperfections.
In this article, we address two pragmatic questions:
which is the maximum distance for open-air microwave
Gaussian entanglement distribution in a realistic scenario, and which technological and engineering challenges remain to be faced. In particular, we adapt
the Braunstein-Kimble quantum teleportation protocol
employing entangled resources previously distributed
through open-air, adapted to microwave technology. The
possibility of performing this protocol is caused by the recent breakthrough in the development of microwave homodyning [10] and photocounting [71] schemes. When
formulated in continuous variables (CVs), teleportation
assumes a previously shared entangled state, ideally a
two-mode squeezed vacuum (TMSV) state with infinite
squeezing. In real-life, however, only a finite squeezing level can be produced, making the state sensitive to
entanglement degradation whenever either one or both
modes, are exposed to decoherence processes like thermal
noise and/or photon losses. As the thermal microwave
background in space is smaller, we investigate the distances for entanglement preservation in microwave quantum communication between satellites. Based on previous works [72, 73], we neglect environmental attenuation
and focus on diffraction losses, a powerful loss mechanism in microwaves. The article is organized as follows:
In section II, we introduce the main concepts in quantum CVs, which are needed for describing quantum microwaves, and briefly discuss the quantum teleportation
protocol of Braunstein and Kimble [8]. In section III, we
study the generation of two-mode squeezed states and
the challenges of their subsequent ditribution through
open-air, and compute maximum distances of entanglement preservation for various physical situations. In section III C, we review entanglement distillation and entanglement swapping techniques for reducing the effects
of noise and losses in open-air. In section IV we consider recent advances in microwave photodetection and
homodyning, and address their current limitations. In
section V, we investigate open-air microwave quantum
teleportation fidelities using the various quantum states
derived in the manuscript, and we conclude by addressing
the same concerns in quantum communication between
satellites in section VI.

II.

QUANTUM CONTINUOUS VARIABLE
FORMALISM
A.

Review of Gaussian states

When some degree of freedom of a quantum system
is described by a continuous-spectrum operator, we say
that it is a ‘continuous variable’ (CV). Bosonic CV states
are the ones whose quadratures (or, equivalently, their
creation and annihilation operators) have a continuous
spectrum or, equivalently, the complete description of the

Hilbert space requires an infinite-dimensional basis (typically the Fock basis). Gaussian states are CV states associated with Hamiltonians that are, at most, quadratic
in the field operators. As such, their full description does
not require the infinite-dimensional density matrix, and
can be compressed into a vector and a matrix, called the
displacement vector and the covariance matrix, respectively. These are related to the first and second moments
of a Gaussian distribution, hence their name “Gaussian
states”. For a system with density matrix ρ describing
N distinguishable modes, or particles, the displacement
vector d is a 2N -vector and the covariance matrix Σ is a
2N × 2N square matrix:
d := Tr [ρr̂]
Σ := Tr [ρ{(r̂ − d), (r̂ − d)| }] ,

(1)
(2)

where r̂ := (x̂1 , p̂1 , x̂2 , p̂2 , . . . , x̂N , p̂N ) defines the socalled ‘real basis’, for which canonical commutation reLN
lations read: [r̂, r̂ | ] = iΩ, where Ω =
j=1 Ω1 is the
quadratic (or symplectic) form, and


0 1
Ω1 =
,
(3)
−1 0
where we have chosen natural units, ~ = 1. Note that the
canonical position and momentum operators are defined
by the choice κ = 2−1/2 in âj = κ(x̂j + ip̂j ).
The normal mode decomposition theorem [74], which
follows from Williamson’s seminal work [75], can be
stated as: every positive-definite Hermitian matrix
Σ of dimension 2N × 2N can be diagonalized with
a symplectic matrix S: D = SΣS | , with D =
diag (ν1 , ν1 , . . . , νN , νN ), where νa are the symplectic
eigenvalues of Σ, defined as the positive eigenvalues of
matrix iΩΣ. A Gaussian state satisfies νa ≥ 1, with
equality for all a strictly for the pure state case (which
meets det Σ = 1). As a measure of bipartite, mixed
state entanglement, the negativity is the most commonly used entanglement monotone, p
and is defined as
2N (ρ) := kρ̃k1 − 1, where kρ̃k1 := Tr ρ̃† ρ̃ is the trace
norm of the partially transposed density operator. In
P
general, N (ρ) =
j λj with λj the negative eigenvalues of ρ̃. For a bipartite Gaussian state with covariance
matrix


ΣA εAB
Σ= |
,
(4)
εAB ΣB
one defines the two partially-transposed symplectic
eigenvalues as
s
p
˜∓ ∆
˜ 2 − 4 det Σ
∆
ν̃∓ :=
,
(5)
2
where the partially-transposed symplectic invariant is
˜ = det ΣA + det ΣB − 2 det εAB . The negativity can
∆
then be obtained as


1 − ν̃−
N (ρ) = max 0,
.
(6)
2ν̃−

Hence, a bipartite Gaussian state is separable when the
smaller partially-transposed symplectic eigenvalue meets
the condition ν̃− ≥ 1. Alternatively, it is entangled when
ν̃− < 1 is met.
Coherent states {|αi}α∈C are defined as the eigenstates of the annihilation operator â with eigenvalue
√
2α = x + ip where x, p ∈ R are the eigenvalues of
the canonical position and momentum operators, respectively. They play an important role in quantum
CVs, as they allow for a straighforward phase space description of hGaussian states.
The displacement operator
i


D̂−d := exp −idΩ1 dˆ| = D̂α = exp αâ† − ᾱâ acts on
the vacuum as D̂α |0i = |αi, and satisfies D̂α† = D̂−α .
Coherent states are not orthogonal,
and their overlap can
h
i
2
be computed as hβ|αi = exp −1/2(αβ̄ − ᾱβ − |α − β| .
This does not prevent the set of all coherent states from
forming a basis, which, though overcomplete, allows one
to find the
R coherent states resolution of the identity:
1 = π−1 d2 α |αi hα|, where d2 α ≡ d Re{α} d Im{α},
enabling the computation
of traces of operators in an inh i
R 2
−1
d α hα| Ô |αi. In this contegral fashion: Tr Ô = π
text, it is common
to
use
the
fact
that for a coherent state
√
d = (x, p) = 2(Re{α}, Im{α}), and so 2 d2 α = d x d p.
More generally, an n-mode
operator may
Nn displacement L
n
be defined via D̂−d =
D̂
=
D̂
, where
−d
−
j
j=0 dj
Lj=1
n
dj := (xj , pj ), and Ω := j=1 Ω1 . A complete representation of states that is closely related to coherent states is
given by the (Wigner) characteristic function, normally
referred to simply as the characteristic function (CF),
and that for an n-mode state ρ (not necessarily Gaussian) is given by
h
i
χ(d) = Tr ρD̂−d ,
(7)
with normalization condition given by χ(0) = 1. A Gaussian state of first and second moments (d, Σ) has a CF
given by
1

| |

χG (r) = e− 4 rΩΣΩ

r

|

e−irΩd ,

(8)

where r = (x1 , p1 , . . . , xN , pN ) ∈ R2N .
B.

Quantum teleportation with CVs

Quantum teleportation is a quantum communication
protocol which, in principle, allows to achieve perfect
transfer of quantum information between two parties by
means of previously shared entanglement, combined with
local operations and classical communication. The protocol was first proposed in 1993 by Bennett and collaborators [4], as a way to take advantage of an entangled
resource for the task of sending an unknown quantum
state from one place to another, using discrete-variable
quantum states. The original idea was simple, yet powerful: assuming that a maximally entangled, bipartite Bell

state was shared between two parties (Alice and Bob)
prior to the start of the protocol, Alice, in
p possession
of some unknown state |ψi = α |0i + eiβ 1 − |α|2 |1i
couples her part of the Bell state to |ψi by means of a
Bell measurement, whose 2-bit output she communicates
classically to Bob. Upon receiving the message, Bob performs a conditional unitary on his part of the shared Bell
state, recovering |ψi modulo a global phase in his location.
A year later, Vaidman extended the idea to the transmission of a CV state by means of a perfectly correlated
(singular) position-momentum EPR state shared by Alice and Bob [76]. In 1998, Braunstein and Kimble [8]
made this idea more realistic by relaxing the correlation condition to more experimentally-accessible states,
such as finitely-squeezed states. Their protocol, known
as the Braunstein-Kimble protocol, was first realised by
A. Furusawa and collaborators in 1998 in the optical domain [29]. We shall review the protocol here for convenience.
Kimble and Braunstein derived an expression for fidelity between an unknown state of a single mode Bosonic
field and a teleported copy, when imperfect quantum entanglement is shared between the two parties. A generalization to a broadband version, where the modes
have finite bandwidths, followed quite directly [77]. In
the Braunstein-Kimble protocol, Alice and Bob share a
TMSV state, which enables them to teleport the complete state of a single mode of the electromagnetic field,
where two orthogonal field quadratures play the role of
position and momentum. Shortly after, quantum teleportation of an unknown coherent state was demonstrated, showing an average fidelity (see Eq. (13)) F =
0.58 ± 0.02 [29], which beat the maximum classical fidelity of F = 0.5 for Gaussian states [77–79]. Other
works followed, where the Bell measurement of two orthogonal quadratures was replaced by photon-number
difference and phase sum, and the question of an optimal quantum teleportation protocol depending on the
entangled resource was raised [80]. Subtraction of single
photons from TMS states has been shown to enhance the
fidelity of teleportation [81, 82]. We shall review here the
Braunstein-Kimble protocol, replacing the Wigner function approach with its Fourier transform, the characteristic function. The protocol goes as follows:
1. Alice uses a 50:50 beam splitter to couple her part
of the resource state ρAB with an incoming unknown state ρin
T . The output Hilbert spaces of this
beam splitter are labeled A and T .
2. Alice performs two homodyne detections, where
each of the local oscillator phases are set in order to
measure photocurrents, whose differences are integrated over some time, √
and proportional to quadra√
tures x̂T := (x̂1 + x̂in )/ 2 and p̂A := (p̂1 − p̂in )/ 2.
She sends the outcomes (xT , pA ) to Bob via a classical communication channel.
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JPA

⇢th
A

⇢th
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<latexit sha1_base64="wW1OjWvDpp0W2uZ8WGiZ05lBYLk=">AAAB63icbZC9TsMwFIWd8lfKX4GRJaJCYqoShARjgQUxFYn+iDaqHPemtWo7kX2DqKI+BUwI2HgbXoC3wS0ZoOVMn+85lu65YSK4Qc/7cgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXevaeJUM2iwWMS6HVIDgitoIEcB7UQDlaGAVji6mvqtB9CGx+oOxwkEkg4UjzijaEf3XYRHzG7qF5NeueJVvZncRfBzqJBc9V75s9uPWSpBIRPUmI7vJRhkVCNnAialbmogoWxEB9CxqKgEE2SzjSfuURRrF4fgzt6/sxmVxoxlaDOS4tDMe9Phf14nxeg8yLhKUgTFbMR6USpcjN1pcbfPNTAUYwuUaW63dNmQasrQnqdk6/vzZReheVL1vap/e1qpXeaHKJIDckiOiU/OSI1ckzppEEYUeSZv5N2RzpPz4rz+RAtO/mef/JHz8Q1tHo5n</latexit>

|
<latexit sha1_base64="NmVg8jFzHIz28QpNSWvk5Haxq5k=">AAACBnicbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWOF/kFTymb7pV262YTdL2KJuevL6EnUmw/gC/g2bmsEbZ3T7MwsfDN+LLhGx/m0CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9k55d6+lo0QxaLJIRKrjUw2CS2giRwGdWAENfQFtf3w59ds3oDSPZAMnMfRCOpQ84Iyikfrlyp0Xa95PPYRbTLnMMk9RORTwIzWyzKScqjODvUjcnFRIjnq//OENIpaEIJEJqnXXdWLspVQhZwKykpdoiCkb0yF0DZU0BN1LZ2Uy+yiIlI0jsGfv39mUhlpPQt9kQoojPe9Nxf+8boLBec+UixMEyUzEeEEibIzs6Sb2gCtgKCaGUKa4udJmI6ooQ7NcydR358suktZJ1XWq7vVppXaRD1EkB+SQHBOXnJEauSJ10iSMPJAn8krerHvr0Xq2Xr6jBSv/s0/+wHr/AvNvmqI=</latexit>

in iT

<latexit sha1_base64="VJnqEoQ8jkcJ44qEtSnv7sT7DsQ=">AAACHHicbZC9TsMwFIUd/il/BcYuERUSU5UgJBj5WRiLRFskUiLbvSEWThzZN4gqysCLsLLCO7AhViRegafALRmgcKbP9xxL9x6WSWHQ8z6cqemZ2bn5hcXa0vLK6lp9faNrVK45dLiSSl8wakCKFDooUMJFpoEmTEKP3ZyM/N4taCNUeo7DDPoJvU5FJDhFOwrrjUDHKiwChDssjsryqkKMyzKsN72WN5b7F/wKmqRSO6x/BgPF8wRS5JIac+l7GfYLqlFwCWUtyA1klN/Qa7i0mNIETL8YH1G625HSLsbgjt8/swVNjBkmzGYSirGZ9EbDfz3GlBxYJxhZjBUTG2B00C9EmuUIKbcx60W5dFG5o6bcgdDAUQ4tUK6FvcHlMdWUo+2zZsvxJ6v4C93dlu+1/LO95uFxVdMCaZAtskN8sk8OySlpkw7h5J48kify7Dw4L86r8/YdnXKqP5vkl5z3L4gooyQ=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wW1OjWvDpp0W2uZ8WGiZ05lBYLk=">AAAB63icbZC9TsMwFIWd8lfKX4GRJaJCYqoShARjgQUxFYn+iDaqHPemtWo7kX2DqKI+BUwI2HgbXoC3wS0ZoOVMn+85lu65YSK4Qc/7cgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXevaeJUM2iwWMS6HVIDgitoIEcB7UQDlaGAVji6mvqtB9CGx+oOxwkEkg4UjzijaEf3XYRHzG7qF5NeueJVvZncRfBzqJBc9V75s9uPWSpBIRPUmI7vJRhkVCNnAialbmogoWxEB9CxqKgEE2SzjSfuURRrF4fgzt6/sxmVxoxlaDOS4tDMe9Phf14nxeg8yLhKUgTFbMR6USpcjN1pcbfPNTAUYwuUaW63dNmQasrQnqdk6/vzZReheVL1vap/e1qpXeaHKJIDckiOiU/OSI1ckzppEEYUeSZv5N2RzpPz4rz+RAtO/mef/JHz8Q1tHo5n</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LrQ8cDLMYak33TZZ3IiAlz2zEy8=">AAACHHicbZC9TsMwFIUdfkv5KzB2iaiQmKoEIcFYwcIIEm2RSIls94ZYOHFk3yCqKAMvwsoK78CGWJF4BZ4Ct2SAwpk+33Ms3XtYJoVBz/twZmbn5hcWa0v15ZXVtfXGxmbPqFxz6HIllb5g1IAUKXRRoISLTANNmIQ+uzke+/1b0Eao9BxHGQwSep2KSHCKdhQ2moGOVVgECHdYHJXlVYUYl2XYaHltbyL3L/gVtEil07DxGQwVzxNIkUtqzKXvZTgoqEbBJZT1IDeQUX5Dr+HSYkoTMINickTp7kRKuxiDO3n/zBY0MWaUMJtJKMZm2hsP//UYU3JonWBsMVZMbYDR4aAQaZYjpNzGrBfl0kXljptyh0IDRzmyQLkW9gaXx1RTjrbPui3Hn67iL/T22r7X9s/2W52jqqYaaZJtskt8ckA65IScki7h5J48kify7Dw4L86r8/YdnXGqP1vkl5z3L4nSoyU=</latexit>

FIG. 1. Circuit representation of a CV microwave quantum
teleportation protocol with Gaussian states. The entangled
resource is harvested from two single-mode squeezed thermal
states, generated from identical JPAs, which are then combined on a balanced beamsplitter. Assuming this state is
generated by Alice, one of the modes has to be sent to Bob,
represented here by the presence of antennae, in order for the
two parties to share the entangled resource. Following this,
Alice combined the target state to be teleported |ψin iT with
the mode of the entangled state she holds in a balanced beamsplitter, which is then subject to two homodyne detections,
xT and pA . The measurement results ξ are communicated
to Bob, who applies a displacement D̂(ξ) on his part of the
entangled resource, resulting in the state ρout
B .

3. Bob, upon reception of the signal (xT , pA ), performs a displacement
√ D̂(ξ) to his part of ρAB , with
ξ := (xT + ipA )/ 2. The state at Bob’s location
is now, in average, closer to ρin than what it would
be if no entanglement was present in ρAB .
For simplicity, we will denote (xT , pA ) = (x, p). The conditional state that Bob has after knowing the outcomes
of Alice’s homodyne measurements is
ρB (x, p) =

1
hΠ(x, p)|ρin
T ⊗ ρAB |Π(x, p)iT A , (9)
PB (x, p)

with PB (x, p) = TrB hΠ(x, p)|ρin ⊗ ρAB |Π(x, p)iT A , and
Z
1
|Π(x, p)iT A = √
d yeipy |x + yiT |yiA ,
(10)
2π R
which is an element of the maximally entangled basis corresponding to Alice’s Bell-like measurement. Now, this
expectation value over the teleported (T ) and the senders
(A) modes is computed as

hΠ(x, p)|ρin ⊗ ρAB |Π(x, p)iT A =

1
2π

Z

∞

−∞

Z

∞

−∞

Once we have computed ρB (x, p), we need to compute
the outcoming state after the receiver applies the displacements, and average over all possible measurment
outcomes
Z ∞
Z ∞
†
out
ρB =
dx
d pPB (x, p)D̂B (ξ) ρB (x, p)D̂B
(ξ) .
−∞

(a) Alice

Nth

<latexit sha1_base64="SXFCHcVf1BYvoevMsV5W9ALTt+w=">AAAB63icbZDNTgIxFIU7+If4h7p000hMcENmjIkuiW5cYiI/ESakU+5AQzszae8YyYSn0JVRd76NL+DbWHAWCp7V13tOk3tukEhh0HW/nMLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9omTjVHJo8lrHuBMyAFBE0UaCETqKBqUBCOxhfz/z2A2gj4ugOJwn4ig0jEQrO0I7uewiPmFXZ6bRfrrg1dy66DF4OFZKr0S9/9gYxTxVEyCUzpuu5CfoZ0yi4hGmplxpIGB+zIXQtRkyB8bP5xlN6Esaa4gjo/P07mzFlzEQFNqMYjsyiNxv+53VTDC/9TERJihBxG7FemEqKMZ0VpwOhgaOcWGBcC7sl5SOmGUd7npKt7y2WXYbWWc1za97teaV+lR+iSI7IMakSj1yQOrkhDdIknETkmbyRd0c5T86L8/oTLTj5n0PyR87HNy+Ujj4=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="w9IZ+2Duu1E1+BIdl++lyIm1owQ=">AAACC3icbZC7TgMxEEW9PEN4BShpLCIkqmgXIUEZoKEMEnlI2VVkO5PEivchexYRrfIJtLTwD3SIlo/gF/gKvGELSLjV9ZxraebyREmDrvvpLC2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7uVvf2WiVMtoCliFesOZwaUjKCJEhV0Eg0s5ArafHyd8/Y9aCPj6A4nCQQhG0ZyIAVDO/J9hAfMLpUUMO1Vqm7NnYkuGq8wVVKo0at8+f1YpCFEKBQzpuu5CQYZ0yiFgmnZTw0kTIzZELrWRiwEE2Sznaf0eBBriiOgs/fvbMZCYyYht5mQ4cjMs3z4L+M8Vn1L/Bxxns1tgIOLIJNRkiJEwsYsG6SKYkzzYmhfahCoJtYwoaW9gYoR00ygra9sy/Hmq1g0rdOa59a827Nq/aqoqUQOyRE5IR45J3VyQxqkSQRJyBN5Ji/Oo/PqvDnvP9Elp/hzQP7I+fgGrFWbsw==</latexit>

(11)

Bob
<latexit sha1_base64="8IHIDVuw0QrrhN/YP1ffum3tLsQ=">AAACCXicbZC9TsMwFIWd8lfKX4GRJaJCYqoShARjVRbGItEf0UaV7d62Vp04sm8QVdQnYGWFd2BDrDwFr8BT4JQM0HKm4/sdS/ceFkth0PM+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oGZVoDk2upNIdRg1IEUETBUroxBpoyCS02eQq4+170Eao6BanMQQhHUViKDhFO7rrITxgWlds1i9XvKo3l7ts/NxUSK5Gv/zVGyiehBAhl9SYru/FGKRUo+ASZqVeYiCmfEJH0LU2oiGYIJ1vPHNPhkq7OAZ3/v6dTWlozDRkNhNSHJtFlg3/ZYwpObCklyHG0oUNcHgZpCKKE4SI25hlw0S6qNysFncgNHCUU2so18Le4PIx1ZSjLa9ky/EXq1g2rbOq71X9m/NKrZ7XVCRH5JicEp9ckBq5Jg3SJJxE5Ik8kxfn0Xl13pz3n2jByf8ckj9yPr4BEuea1A==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GRBOVkkoMd+xe4NkjQ5EG96Wxws=">AAAB7nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyyCq5KIoMuiG1dSwV6gDWUyPWmHTi7OnIgl5DV0JerOh/EFfBunNQtt/VffnP8fOP/xEyk0Oc6XtbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vZbOk4VxyaPZaw6PtMoRYRNEiSxkyhkoS+x7Y+vpn77AZUWcXRHkwS9kA0jEQjOyIy8m37WI3ykjEZ53q9UnZozk70IbgFVKNToVz57g5inIUbEJdO66zoJeRlTJLjEvNxLNSaMj9kQuwYjFqL2stnSuX0cxMqmEdqz9+9sxkKtJ6FvMiGjkZ73psP/vG5KwYWXiShJCSNuIsYLUmlTbE+72wOhkJOcGGBcCbOlzUdMMU7mQmVT350vuwit05rr1Nzbs2r9sjhECQ7hCE7AhXOowzU0oAkc7uEZ3uDdSqwn68V6/YkuWcWfA/gj6+MbX0qQKw==</latexit>

⌘env
<latexit sha1_base64="EDIkFGsjhJgM8nomBrc/B0p9nio=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm2ARXJVEBF0W3bisYC/QhDCZnrRDJxdmTqol5E10JerOJ/EFfBunNQtt/VffnP8fOOcPUsEV2vaXUVlb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/M+mFXJZlk0GGJSGQ/oAoEj6GDHAX0Uwk0CgT0gsnN3O9NQSqexPc4S8GL6CjmIWcU9cg36y4g9XMX4RFziKdF4ZsNu2kvZK2CU0KDlGr75qc7TFgWQYxMUKUGjp2il1OJnAkoam6mIKVsQkcw0BjTCJSXL1YvrNMwkRaOwVq8f2dzGik1iwKdiSiO1bI3H/7nDTIMr7ycx2mGEDMd0V6YCQsTa96ANeQSGIqZBsok11tabEwlZah7qunzneVjV6F73nTspnN30Whdl0VUyTE5IWfEIZekRW5Jm3QIIw/kmbyRd2NqPBkvxutPtGKUf47IHxkf3w8Vkjk=</latexit>

−∞

(12)
As a measure of the quality of the protocol, one
typically uses an overlap fidelity F (ρin , ρout ) =
Tr[ρin ρout ], which corresponds to the Uhlmann fidelity
p√
√ 2
Tr
ρin ρout ρin
in the case when ρin is pure.
The figure of merit in quantum teleportation is the
average fidelity, which refers to the fact that we have
averaged over all possible measurement outcomes,


out
F = Tr ρin
(13)
T ρB .
Sometimes it can be useful to have it written in terms of
the CFs [83]:
Z
1
out
F =
d2 βχin
(14)
T (−β)χB (β),
π
where the average over (x, p) has already been performed
in ρout
B .
If the resource state ρAB is a Gaussian state with the
covariance matrix given in Eq. (4), and the teleported
state is a coherent state |α0 ihα0 |, the average fidelity can
be written as
1
F =q 
(15)
,
det 12 + 12 Γ
with Γ ≡ (σZ ΣA σZ + ΣB − σZ εAB − ε|AB σZ ). Coherent states are typically the ones chosen to be teleported
due to the ease of their experimental generation. In theory, the result of the average fidelity does not depend on
the displacement α0 ; therefore, it will suffice to use an
unknown coherent state for a demonstration of quantum
teleportation. In experiments, however, the teleportation
fidelity may depend on α0 .
It is also interesting to see the average fidelity of a process in which k teleportation protocols are concatenated:
F

0

d y d y 0 eip(y−y ) hx + y 0 |ρin |x + yiT hy 0 |ρAB |yiA .

(k)

=q

1

 ,
det 12 + k − 12 Γ)

(16)

assuming that, in each step, an entangled Gaussian resource with the covariance matrix that characterizes Γ is
used.
Consider a symmetric covariance matrix with ΣA =
ΣB = α12 and εAB = γσZ . Then, we have Γ = 2(α −
γ)12 and ν̃− = α − γ, which leads to
F =

1
.
1 + ν̃−

(17)

(b) Alice
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<latexit sha1_base64="w9IZ+2Duu1E1+BIdl++lyIm1owQ=">AAACC3icbZC7TgMxEEW9PEN4BShpLCIkqmgXIUEZoKEMEnlI2VVkO5PEivchexYRrfIJtLTwD3SIlo/gF/gKvGELSLjV9ZxraebyREmDrvvpLC2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7uVvf2WiVMtoCliFesOZwaUjKCJEhV0Eg0s5ArafHyd8/Y9aCPj6A4nCQQhG0ZyIAVDO/J9hAfMLpUUMO1Vqm7NnYkuGq8wVVKo0at8+f1YpCFEKBQzpuu5CQYZ0yiFgmnZTw0kTIzZELrWRiwEE2Sznaf0eBBriiOgs/fvbMZCYyYht5mQ4cjMs3z4L+M8Vn1L/Bxxns1tgIOLIJNRkiJEwsYsG6SKYkzzYmhfahCoJtYwoaW9gYoR00ygra9sy/Hmq1g0rdOa59a827Nq/aqoqUQOyRE5IR45J3VyQxqkSQRJyBN5Ji/Oo/PqvDnvP9Elp/hzQP7I+fgGrFWbsw==</latexit>

Nth
<latexit sha1_base64="GRBOVkkoMd+xe4NkjQ5EG96Wxws=">AAAB7nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyyCq5KIoMuiG1dSwV6gDWUyPWmHTi7OnIgl5DV0JerOh/EFfBunNQtt/VffnP8fOP/xEyk0Oc6XtbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vZbOk4VxyaPZaw6PtMoRYRNEiSxkyhkoS+x7Y+vpn77AZUWcXRHkwS9kA0jEQjOyIy8m37WI3ykjEZ53q9UnZozk70IbgFVKNToVz57g5inIUbEJdO66zoJeRlTJLjEvNxLNSaMj9kQuwYjFqL2stnSuX0cxMqmEdqz9+9sxkKtJ6FvMiGjkZ73psP/vG5KwYWXiShJCSNuIsYLUmlTbE+72wOhkJOcGGBcCbOlzUdMMU7mQmVT350vuwit05rr1Nzbs2r9sjhECQ7hCE7AhXOowzU0oAkc7uEZ3uDdSqwn68V6/YkuWcWfA/gj6+MbX0qQKw==</latexit>

⌘env
<latexit sha1_base64="EDIkFGsjhJgM8nomBrc/B0p9nio=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLdWlm2ARXJVEBF0W3bisYC/QhDCZnrRDJxdmTqol5E10JerOJ/EFfBunNQtt/VffnP8fOOcPUsEV2vaXUVlb39jcqm7Xdnb39g/M+mFXJZlk0GGJSGQ/oAoEj6GDHAX0Uwk0CgT0gsnN3O9NQSqexPc4S8GL6CjmIWcU9cg36y4g9XMX4RFziKdF4ZsNu2kvZK2CU0KDlGr75qc7TFgWQYxMUKUGjp2il1OJnAkoam6mIKVsQkcw0BjTCJSXL1YvrNMwkRaOwVq8f2dzGik1iwKdiSiO1bI3H/7nDTIMr7ycx2mGEDMd0V6YCQsTa96ANeQSGIqZBsok11tabEwlZah7qunzneVjV6F73nTspnN30Whdl0VUyTE5IWfEIZekRW5Jm3QIIw/kmbyRd2NqPBkvxutPtGKUf47IHxkf3w8Vkjk=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Ga/QDXBMKBhFtdfeIr7W/rt38+s=">AAACDXicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlVmBkiaiQmKoEIcFY0YWxSPQiNaGy3ZPWqnORfYKooj4DKyu8Axti5Rl4BZ4Cp2SAln/6ff7f0jkfS6TQ6DifVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h90dJwqDm0ey1j1GNUgRQRtFCihlyigIZPQZZNmnnfvQWkRR7c4TcAP6SgSgeAUzejOQ3jArDmmSgqYDao1p+7MZS8btzA1Uqg1qH55w5inIUTIJdW67zoJ+hlVKLiEWcVLNSSUT+gI+sZGNATtZ/OtZ/ZJECsbx2DP37+7GQ21nobMdEKKY72Y5cN/M8ZiOTSJl0eMZQsbYHDpZyJKUoSIm5rJglTaGNs5GnsoFHCUU2MoV8LcYHNDhnI0ACsGjruIYtl0zuquU3dvzmuNqwJTmRyRY3JKXHJBGuSatEibcKLIE3kmL9aj9Wq9We8/1ZJV/Dkkf2R9fANfu5yh</latexit>

Nth
<latexit sha1_base64="GRBOVkkoMd+xe4NkjQ5EG96Wxws=">AAAB7nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6q7p0EyyCq5KIoMuiG1dSwV6gDWUyPWmHTi7OnIgl5DV0JerOh/EFfBunNQtt/VffnP8fOP/xEyk0Oc6XtbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vZbOk4VxyaPZaw6PtMoRYRNEiSxkyhkoS+x7Y+vpn77AZUWcXRHkwS9kA0jEQjOyIy8m37WI3ykjEZ53q9UnZozk70IbgFVKNToVz57g5inIUbEJdO66zoJeRlTJLjEvNxLNSaMj9kQuwYjFqL2stnSuX0cxMqmEdqz9+9sxkKtJ6FvMiGjkZ73psP/vG5KwYWXiShJCSNuIsYLUmlTbE+72wOhkJOcGGBcCbOlzUdMMU7mQmVT350vuwit05rr1Nzbs2r9sjhECQ7hCE7AhXOowzU0oAkc7uEZ3uDdSqwn68V6/YkuWcWfA/gj6+MbX0qQKw==</latexit>

Bob
<latexit sha1_base64="8IHIDVuw0QrrhN/YP1ffum3tLsQ=">AAACCXicbZC9TsMwFIWd8lfKX4GRJaJCYqoShARjVRbGItEf0UaV7d62Vp04sm8QVdQnYGWFd2BDrDwFr8BT4JQM0HKm4/sdS/ceFkth0PM+ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9oGZVoDk2upNIdRg1IEUETBUroxBpoyCS02eQq4+170Eao6BanMQQhHUViKDhFO7rrITxgWlds1i9XvKo3l7ts/NxUSK5Gv/zVGyiehBAhl9SYru/FGKRUo+ASZqVeYiCmfEJH0LU2oiGYIJ1vPHNPhkq7OAZ3/v6dTWlozDRkNhNSHJtFlg3/ZYwpObCklyHG0oUNcHgZpCKKE4SI25hlw0S6qNysFncgNHCUU2so18Le4PIx1ZSjLa9ky/EXq1g2rbOq71X9m/NKrZ7XVCRH5JicEp9ckBq5Jg3SJJxE5Ik8kxfn0Xl13pz3n2jByf8ckj9yPr4BEuea1A==</latexit>

⌘env
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FIG. 2. Representation of an entanglement distribution protocol that uses antennae to efficiently transmit the quantum
states into open-air, where photon losses and thermal noise effects are described with a beamsplitter with reflectivity ηenv .
We analyze two different scenarios: (a) Alice generates the
entangled state, and attempts to share one of its modes with
Bob by sending it through an noisy and lossy open-air channel that degrades the entanglement strength; (b) Charlie generates a two-mode entangled state, and sends one entngled
mode to Alice and another to Bob. In this case, although
both modes go through the same noisy and lossy channel, they
travel half the distance as compared to the previous case.

It is easy to check the two following limits for the average teleportation fidelity of an arbitrary coherent state:
limν̃− →1 F = 1/2 and limν̃− →0 F = 1. The first limit corresponds to using no entanglement (ν̃− ≥ 1), and is interpreted as the ‘classical teleportation’ threshold, meaning
that any approach giving an average fidelity of 0.5 or less
does not demonstrate quantum teleportation. The second limit corresponds to an idealized case of an infinite
two-mode squeezing level (ν̃− = 0), i.e., an EPR state,
which realizes perfect quantum teleportation.

III. OPEN-AIR MICROWAVE
ENTANGLEMENT DISTRIBUTION

The scheme we have envisioned for open-air entanglement distribution relies on a variety of things, and its layout can be seen in Fig. 2. First, generation of two-mode
squeezed thermal (TMST) states with thermal photons
n < e−r sinh(r), given squeezing r. This will take place
in a cryostat, at T ∼ 50 mK temperatures. Second, efficient transmission of states out of the cryostat and into
open-air, targetting optimal entanglement preservation.
For this task, we rely on an antenna based on the de-

sign proposed in Ref. [84], with a special attention to the
shape of the impedance function, which greatly affects
entanglement preservation. Third, estimation of losses
in open-air which describe the attenuation of the signal
caused by the presence of thermal noise in the environment, with the objective of setting bounds on effective
transmission distances. This protocol will prepare the
foundation for an open-air microwave quantum teleportation protocol, whose fidelity will depend on the entanglement of the resource shared by the parties involved.
A.

State Generation

As the first step, we discuss the generation of entangled states inside a cryostat, more precisely, two-mode
squeezed states. Squeezing is an operation in which one
of the vriance of the electromagnetic field quadratures
of a quantum state is reduced below the level of vacuum fluctuations, while the conjugate quadrature is amplified, satisfying the uncertainty principle. This can
be achieved by sending the vacuum state to a JPA, a
coplanar waveguide resonator line terminated by a direct
current superconducting interference device (dc-SQUID).
The dc-SQUID provides magnetic flux tunability to the
resonator and enables parametric phase-sensitive amplification, which is the key for generating squeezed microwave states [85, 86].
The relation between the frequency of the external
magnetic flux, Ω, and the fundamental frequency of the
JPA, ωc , determines whether the JPA operates in the
phase-insensitive or phase-sensitive regime. The latter
is achieved in the so-called degenerate regime, Ω = 2ωc .
A corresponding three-wave mixing process, when one
pump photon splits into two signal photons, is described
by the Hamiltonian

H = g β ∗ a2 − βa†2 .
(18)
It can be shown that the aforementioned Hamiltonian
corresponds to a single-mode squeezing operator


1 ∗ 2
†2
S(ξ) = exp (ξ a − ξa ) ,
(19)
2
with the squeezing parameter given by |ξ| ∝ 2g|β|t.
A symmetric two-mode squeezed state can be generated by combining two, orthogonally-squeezed, states
with equal squeezing levels at a hybrid ring. The latter
element represents a symmetric 50:50 microwave beamsplitter. Microwave squeezed states produced by JPAs
are subject to various sources of imperfections and noise.
Therefore, the output states can be effectively modelled
as two-mode squeezed thermal states, whose second moments differ from those of ideal two-mode squeezed vacuum states by a factor of 1 + 2n, where n is the number
of thermal photons.
Thermal photons in squeezed states may have various
physical origins. One of the most trivial reasons for noise

Antenna

Cryostat
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FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the circuit needed for a
quantum communication protocol in which a quantum state is
generated in a cryostat, and is then sent through an antenna
into open-air, where transmission is assumed to be focused.
As it is shown, a waveguide at impedance Zin = 50 Ω connects the cryostat with the antenna. The latter is a finite
transmission line with variable impedance, Z(x), designed to
match the impedance of the cryostat with that of the openair, Zout = 377 Ω, maximizing the transmissivity. The final
waveguide represents the directed propagation of the signal
in open-air.

in the two-mode squeezed states is finite temperatures
of the input JPA modes, which leads to the fact that
one applies squeezing operator to a thermal state rather
than to a vacuum. Another important source of noise in
squeezed states produced by flux-driven JPAs arises from
Poisson photon number fluctuations in the pump mode,
which leads to extra quasi-thermal photons in the output
squeezed states [87]. Last but not least, higher-order nonlinear effects also contribute to additional effective noise
under the Gaussian approximation [88]. More experimental details on the microwave squeezing and related
imperfections can be found elsewhere [69].
B.

Antenna Model & Open-air losses

In transmission of quantum states from a cryostat into
the open-air, an interface antenna comes into play as
an inhomogeneous medium (as depicted in Fig. 3) that
connects those two very different environments. The
main purpose of this antenna is to maximize transmission of the incident signal to the open-air medium. Here,
we consider a transmission line coming out of the cryostat with an impedance of 50 Ω, and assume focused
transmission in open-air described by a transmission line
with impedance 377 Ω. Such antenna can be modelled
by a finite transmission line with variable characteristic
impedance and designed to match the impedances of the
cryostat and of open-air at its ends. This approach was
discussed in a previous study [84], where the transmitivity of the antenna was optimized for the task of entanglement distribution with TMST states of 5 GHz in
an antenna of 3 cm. With an exponential profile of the
impedance inside the antenna, reflectivity can be reduced
√
down to η < 10−9 , qualitatively matching the classical
result of a horn antenna.
Using this description, we can obtain a reflectivity coefficient that depends on experimental parameters, such as
the length of the antenna, the carrier frequency of quantum states, and the internal and external impedances,

among others. This result is compatible with the description of the antenna as a distributed beamsplitter,
with its inputs being one of the modes of the TMST
state together with a thermal state with Nth thermal photons coming from the environment. From the two output
modes, the reflected one is discarded, whereas the transmitted one is sent to Bob. The main antenna aim is to
minimize the reflections of Alice’s input signal in order
to preserve entanglement between the transmitted mode
and the retained one.
Back-scattered thermal photons entering the emitting
antenna might represent a certain problem for Alice and
must be filtered. A straightforward, albeit somewhat
challenging, solution for this problem is to use nonreciprocal microwave devices such as isolators (circulators)
to protect entanglement-generating circuits from the unwanted thermal radiation.
Once the state has been successfully sent out of the
cryostat, we have to address the effects of entanglement
degradation in open-air. Considering directed transmission in open-air, we envision an infinite array of beamsplitters to describe losses in open-air, as represented in
Fig. 4. Each one of these beamsplitters will allow for
the mixing of thermal noise with the state. Assuming
constant temperature throughout the sequence of possible absorption events, meaning that the thermal noise in
each of the beamsplitters is characterized by Nth , we can
obtain the reflectivity of an effective beamsplitter based
on an attenutation channel [78], which represents the decay of quantum correlations and amplitudes,

transmission line where the temperature is not constant
throughout the trajectory, which leads to an inhomogeneous absorption probability. This is represented by density of reflectivity µ(x), and number of thermal photons
n(x). The latter still follows the Bose-Einstein distribution. An infinite array of beamsplitters that reproduce
these features (see Ref. [84]) can be replaced by a single beamsplitter with effective reflectivity and number of
thermal photons given by
RL

ηenv = 1 − e− 0 d xµ(x) ,
RL
RL
0
0
d xµ(x)n(x)e− x d x µ(x )
0
RL
nth =
,
1 − e− 0 d xµ(x)

(21)

where L represents the total length of the array. Given
that we are extending the length in which the transmis-
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FIG. 4. Sketch of a beamsplitter loss model of an open-air
quantum channel. Entanglement degradation of a state propagating in open-air at a constant temperature is modeled by
an array of N beamsplitters, each one introducing thermal
noise characterized by Nth thermal photons, assuming constant temperature throughout the path. An infinite array
of beamsplitters (N → ∞) can be approximated by a single
beamsplitter with reflectivity ηenv = 1 − e−µL , where L is the
total channel length and µ is the reflectivity per unit length.

Here, µ represents a density of reflectivity, which in turn
models photon losses per unit length, and L is the travelled distance. This density of reflectivity can be interpreted as an attenuation coefficient, that quantifies the
specific attenuation of signals in a given environment. In
this work we consider µ = 1.44 · 10−6 m−1 for the specific
attenuation of 5 GHz signals caused by the presence of
oxygen molecules in the environment (see Refs. [89, 90]).
We could go further and assume that, attatched to
the antenna (at constant temperature), there is another

sion line remains at cryogenic temperatures, we will see
that nth ≤ Nth .
Now that we have discussed how the signal is processed
into the environment, let us characterize the resulting
states. Assume that Alice generates a TMST state with
n thermal photons, and sends one mode to Bob over a
distance L through open-air, with a thermal background
characterized by Nth thermal photons. Then, the resulting state is what we call the ‘asymmetric’ state:

ηenv = 1 − e−µL .

h
ΣAsym = (1 + 2n)

1+2Nth
1+2n



ηeff + (1 − ηeff ) cosh 2r
√
1 − ηeff sinh 2rσZ

where ηeff = 1 − e−µL (1 − ηant ) represents the combined
reflectivities of the antenna ηant and of the environment
ηenv . A sketch of the layout that leads to this kind of
states can be seen in Fig. 2 (a). With this, using Eq. (5)
we compute the partially-transposed symplectic eigen-

i

12

√

1 − ηeff sinh 2rσZ
cosh 2r12

!
,
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value,
out
in
ν̃−
= ν̃−
+




1
+ Nth ηant
2

(23)

for very low reflectivities, ηant Nth  1, with ν̃in =
(1 + 2n)e−2r . See that, by reducing the reflectivity of

the antenna, the impact of thermal noise is reduced,
and the partially-transposed symplectic eigenvalue approaches that of the input state. In this extreme case,
entanglement is fully preserved.
Let us use the partially-transposed symplectic eigenvalue to compute the limit of entanglement. We will
use the negativity as a measure of Gaussian entangle−
ment, N = max{0, 1−ν̃
2ν̃− }, such that this limit occurs
for ν̃− = 1. This constitutes a bound on the reflectivity; all smaller values of ηeff will result in entanglement
preservation. This result is
ηmax =

1
1+

Nth
2n(1+n)
1+ 1−(1+2n) cosh(2r)

,

(24)

together with the conditions n < e−r sinh(r) and r > 0.
With this bound, we can obtain the maximum distance
entanglement can survive,
Lmax = −

ΣSym

1
log(1 − ηmax ).
µ

(25)

Imagine that TMST states are generated in the cryostat
at 50 mK temperature, with thermal photons n ∼ 10−2 ,
and squeezing r = 1. In open-air, at 300 K, the number of thermal photons is Nth ∼ 1250. Assuming a perfect antenna (ηant = 0), the maximum distance the state
can travel before entanglement completely degrades is
Lmax ∼ 550 m.

As a different approach to the entangled resource,
we assume that a TMST state is generated at an intermediate spot between both parties, and that each
mode is sent through an antenna and travels some distance Li , with i = {1, 2}, before reaching Alice and
Bob. Then, each mode will see an effective reflectivity
(i)
of ηeff = 1 − e−µLi (1 − ηant ), combining the effects of the
antenna and the environment. We assume for simplicity
that L1 + L2 = L, where L is the linear distance between
Alice and Bob. The covariance matrix of such a state,
which we refer to as ‘symmetric’, is

r
h



i

(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
1+2Nth
ηeff + (1 − ηeff ) cosh 2r 12
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1 − ηeff

1+2n
r
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h

i 
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(1)
(2)
(2)
(2)
1+2Nth
1 − ηeff
1 − ηeff sinh 2rσZ
η
+
(1
−
η
)
cosh
2r
1
2
eff
eff
1+2n

and corresponds to the layout represented in Fig. 2 (b).
With this state, the maximum distance entanglement can
survive is Lmax ∼ 480 m.
Throughout this manuscript, we will refer to these
states as the (asymmetric and/or symmetric) lossy
TMST states, the bare states, or the TMST states distributed through open-air.
Furthermore, we could also consider the specific attenuation caused by the presence of water vapor in the
environment [89]. This would lead to higher attenuation
coefficients, thus reducing the distances that entanglement can survive. For an average water vapor density,
these distances are 450 m and 390 m for asymmetric and
symmetric states, respectively. They become 400 m for
asymmetric states and 350 m for symmetric states in a
maximum water vapor density scenario.

C. Overcoming entanglement degradation:
distillation and swapping with microwaves

We have seen that entanglement distribution between
two parties is limited by environmental noise, as well as
by photon losses. Considering we have a perfect antenna,
these factors can limit the maximum distance entanglement can survive to a few hundred meters. Since an amplification protocol only contributes to the degradation

(26)

of quantum correlations (see Appendix A), we investigate entanglement distillation and entanglement swapping, two techniques which could improve both the reach
and the quality of entanglement, at the expense of efficiency [70].

1.

Entanglement distillation

This technique aims at increasing entanglement in
quantum states by means of local operations. Let us
briefly review different ways to distill entanglement.
One of them is noiseless linear amplification, a nondeterministic operation [91, 92] that requires unincreasing distinguishability of amplified states, and which has
been recently achieved in the microwave regime [71]. It
also requires efficient photocounting, which is where the
non-deterministic part comes into play. At the core
of this protocol lies a process based on the quantum
scissors [93]. The gain of this procedure is inversely
proportional to the success probability, which also decreases with increasing number of resources, making it
very costly.
Another widely-known protocol is Gaussian distillation, which is also non-deterministic, but it requires only
two initial copies of a state, as well as efficient photodetection. If the incoming entangled state is Gaus-
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FIG. 5. Sketch of a photon subtraction scheme applied to
two-mode squeezed thermal states, which are generated from
single-mode squeezed thermal states by JPAs, subsequently
combined in a balanced beamsplitter. Each mode of the resulting state is then combined with an ancillary vacuum state
in high-transmissivity (we consider τ = 0.95) beamsplitters,
with photocounters placed at each reflected path. The resulting state shows higher entanglement for low values of the
squeezing parameter, where the limit for enhancement will
vary depending on the number of photons detected.

sian, then it is initially de-Gaussified by combining two
copies of said state with balanced beamsplitters and keeping the transmitted state when any number of photons
has been detected at the reflected modes [94]. Another
possible de-Gaussification protocol applies an operation
Ẑ = (1 − ω)a† a + ωaa† [95] on a quantum state without
requiring a copy. Gaussian distillation begins when two
copies of the resulting state are mixed by 50 : 50 beamsplitters and, if no photons are reflected, the operation is
applied again [94, 96]. Provided that the initial states
were entangled, this process leads to a non-Gaussian
state with higher entanglement. However, it is also costly
in terms of the number of resources, and it only produces
a state that is Gaussian (and with higher entanglement)
in an infinite-application limit of the Gaussification channel.
Finally, we review another non-deterministic protocol,
which does not require the storage or production of simultaneous copies of a quantum state, and whose gain is also
inversely proportional to the success probability. This
protocol is called probabilistic photon subtraction [97],
and it utilizes non-Gaussian operations in order to distill entanglement, as we have seen in the previous protocols. However, in this situation, we will not look to
re-Gaussify the state afterwards. A discussion about the
heuristic photon subtraction protocol with TMSV states,
the more theoretical approach that does not consider the
effects of beamsplitters and measurement, can be found
in Appendix B.
Probabilistic photon subtraction starts with an entangled state, for example a two-mode squeezed vacuum
(TMSV) state. This can be produced by two single-mode
squeezed states with squeezing parameter r, which are
combined by a 50 : 50 beamsplitter, as shown in Fig. 5,

with λ = tanh(r). The next step of the protocol is to
mix each mode with an ancillary vacuum state at two
highly-transmitting, identical beamsplitters. The output photon-subtracted state is postselected depending
on the outcome of the photocounts performed at each
beamsplitter. Here, we shall focus on photon-subtracted
TMSV states where the same number of photons are subtracted from each mode. The resulting 2k-photon subtracted TMSV state is then:
−1/2

|ψ (2k) iAB = P2k
with

(k)
an

≡

√

1−

∞
X
n=0

λ2 λn+k (−1)2k

a(k)
n |n, niAB ,



(28)


n+k
(1−τ )k τ n , and
k

2
P∞
(k)
, which can be interpreted as the
P2k ≡
n=0 an
probability of successfully subtracting k photons from
each mode of a TMSV state. The sum converges
to

P2k = 1 − λ2 (λ − λτ )2k 2 F1 k + 1, k + 1; 1; λ2τ where
2 F1 (a, b; c; z) is the Gaussian hypergeometric function,
and λτ ≡ τ λ. In what follows, we will focus on the cases
k = 1, 2, which correspond to two-photon subtraction
(2PS) and four-photon subtraction (4PS), respectively,
and whose corresponding success probabilities are

P2 = (1 − λ2 )λ2 (1 − τ )2
2

P4 = 4 1 − λ



4

(1 + λ2τ )
,
(1 − λ2τ )3

λ (1 − τ )

4

1 + λ4τ + 4λ2τ
5

(1 − λ2τ )


.

(29)

If photon subtraction is successful for any (non-zero)
number of photons, the resulting state shows increased
entanglement with respect to the TMSV in a certain interval. This can be seen by computing the negativity
N (ρ(2k) ) of the family of states (28). We find that for
ρ(2k) ≡ ψ (2k) ψ (2k) the negativity is
N (ρ(2k) ) =

Ak − 1
,
2

(30)

where
P
Ak ≡

∞
n=0

(k)

an

P2k

2
.

Performing the sum we obtain


1
(1 − λτ )−2(k+1)
N (ρ(2k) ) =
−
1
,
2 2 F1 (k + 1, k + 1; 1; λ2τ )

(31)

(32)

which describes the negativity of the heuristic photon
subtraction protocol (see Appendix B) in the limit τ →

2PS ( )
4PS ( )
2PS
4PS

TMSV

40
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20

Negativity

(a)
20
10
0

and the 4PS (red), heuristic (solid), and probabilistic
(dashed), with a beamsplitter transmissivity τ = 0.95.
See that probabilistic photon subtraction works for lower
squeezing, while heuristic photon subtraction is always
advantageous. In Fig. 6 (b), we display the success probability of two-photon (blue, dashed) and four-photon (red,
dashed) subtraction. Observe that 2PS shows higher
probability than 4PS, whereas the latter shows higher improvement than the former. As the squeezing parameter
increases, both probabilities grow closer, as probabilistic
PS losses its advantage.
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FIG. 6. (a) Negativity difference between photon-subtracted
and bare two-mode squeezed vacuum (TMSV) states, represented against the initial squeezing parameter. The blue and
red curves represent two-and-four photon subtraction, respectively, whereas the green curve represents the no-gain line,
above which any point represents an improvement in negativity. Curves associated to probabilistic photon subtraction appear dashed, whereas the solid ones are associated to heuristic
photon subtraction. We have considered the transmissivity of
the beamsplitters involved in probabilistic photon subtraction
to be τ = 0.95. As an inset, we represent the negativity curve
for the TMSV state versus initial squeezing parameter. (b)
Sucess probability of symmetric photon subtraction schemes:
two-photon subtraction (2PS) is displayed in a blue-dashed
line, and four-photon subtraction (4PS) is represented in a
red-dashed line.

1, while reproducing the negativity of the TMSV state,
NTMSV = λ/(1 − λ), in the case τ → 1 and k = 0.
In Fig. 6 (a) we represent negativity differences as a
function of the initial squeezing r. We subtract the negativity of the TMSV state to those of the 2PS (blue)

The rate of two-mode squeezed state generation is defined by the effective bandwidth of JPAs. In the case of
conventional resonator-based JPAs, these bandwidths are
typically on the order of ∼ 10 MHz [86]. By exploiting
more advanced designs based on travelling-wave Josephson parametric amplifiers, one can hope to increase these
bandwidth to ∼ 1 GHz. However, the price for this increase is typically lower squeezing levels and higher noise
photon numbers.
When dealing with our lossy TMST states, we consider a two-photon subtraction protocol which is applied
right before the teleportation experiment, in order to prepare the entangled resource for an enhanced performance.
That means, we apply photon subtraction on states that
have already travelled through open-air. In the case of
TMSV states, photon subtraction was beneficial for low
squeezing, which translates into low entanglement. In
the case of lossy TMST states, entanglement is affected
by the initial squeezing, but also by the distance, since
reducing it means reducing photon losses and the presence of thermal noise in the state. Consequently, a better
performance of the teleportation protocol using photonsubtracted entangled states as the resource occurs for
small distances. The submatrices of the covariance matrix that characterizes the entangled resource, written as
ΣA = α12 , ΣB = β12 , and εAB = γσZ , are modified by
a symmetric two-photon subtraction process as follows



(1 − α)(1 + β) + γ 2 + ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ
Σ̃A = 1 − 2τ
12 ,
(1 + α)(1 + β) − γ 2 + 2(1 − αβ + γ 2 )τ + ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ 2


(1 + α)(1 − β) + γ 2 + ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ
Σ̃B = 1 − 2τ
12 ,
(1 + α)(1 + β) − γ 2 + 2(1 − αβ + γ 2 )τ + ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ 2
4τ γ
ε̃AB =
σZ ,
(1 + α)(1 + β) − γ 2 + 2(1 − αβ + γ 2 )τ + ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ 2

(33)

whose success probability is given by

P = 4(1 − τ )

2

1 − αβ + γ 2 + ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ

2

− (α − β)2 + 4γ 2

[(1 + α)(1 + β) − γ 2 + 2(1 − αβ + γ 2 )τ + ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ 2 ]

See Appendix C for the general expressions. In order for
these submatrices to characterize a covariance matrix,

3.

(34)

they need to satisfy a positivity condition, as well as the
uncertainty principle. Both these requirements can be

summarized by one,
p
det Σ̃ − 1 ≥ α̃ − β̃ ,

Alice
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Entanglement swapping

In this section we contemplate the CV version of entanglement swapping [98], a procedure that can be used to
reduce the distance which states have to travel through
the environment, and hence attenuate the effects of entanglement degradation. We consider the case in which
we have two entangled states, shared by three parties
pairwisely. That is, between Alice and Charlie, and between Charlie and Bob. Entanglement swapping is a
technique that allows for the conversion of two bipartite entangled states into a single one shared by initiallyunconnected parties. By making measurements in a
maximally-entangled basis, Charlie is able to transform
the entangled resources he shares with Alice and with
Bob into a single entangled state shared only by Alice
and Bob. In CV, these measurements are described by
Homodyne detection, and their effect on the state is computed as we have seen in the CV teleportation protocol.
Consider that these states are Gaussian, with covariance
matrices


Σ ε
Σ1 = |A AB ,
εAB ΣB


Σ ε
Σ2 = |C CD ,
(36)
εCD ΣD
and null displacement vectors. Then, the covariance matrix of the remaining state,


Σ̃ ε̃
ΣES = |A AD ,
(37)
ε̃AD Σ̃D
conditioned by the measurement results is characterized
by
εAB (ΣB + σZ ΣC σZ ) ε|AB
,
det (ΣB + σZ ΣC σZ )
εCD (ΣC + σZ ΣB σZ ) ε|CD
,
= ΣD −
det (ΣB + σZ ΣC σZ )
εAB (ΣB σZ + σZ ΣC ) ε|CD
=
.
det (ΣB + σZ ΣC σZ )

Σ̃A = ΣA −
Σ̃D
ε̃AD
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given that we have used Σ̃A = α̃12 , Σ̃B = β̃12 . Unfortunately, the state resulting from photon subtraction is
not Gaussian, and then, it is not completely characterized by the covariance matrix. In this case, we use the
characteristic function to describe the photon-subtracted
TMST states. The general expression for the characteristic function of a probabilistically two-photon-subtracted
Gaussian state (where one photon has been subtracted in
each mode) can be found in Appendix C. Furthermore,
please see Appendix B for an equivalent discussion regarding heuristic photon subtraction.
2.

1

Nth

⌘env

Bob
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FIG. 7. Sketch of the optimal entanglement swapping scheme
involving three parties, and three key steps: first, Alice and
Bob generate two-mode squeezed thermal states and, while
keeping one of the modes each, send the others through openair, where they are subject to photon loss and get mixed with
thermal noise. Second, Charlie receives and processes both
modes, and third, he uses them to perform Homodyne Detection. In the end, Charlie is able to transform the pairwiselyentangled states he shares with Alice and with Bob independently into an entangled state held solely between Alice and
Bob.

We have observed that, in the setup we are considering,
the only protocol that presents an improvement in negativity with respect to the bare states is the one in which
Alice and Bob generate the two-mode entangled states,
and each send one of the modes to Charlie. Then, the two
modes used for entanglement swapping are the ones that
have become mixed with environmental noise. Nevertheless, this enhancement occurs for large distances, which
implies low negativities, and works significantly better
in low-temperature environments, where Nth is reduced.
Considering ΣA = ΣD = α12 , ΣB = ΣC = β12 , and
εAB = εCD = γσZ , then we can characterize the covariance matrix of the resulting resource by


γ2
Σ̃A = α −
12 ,
2β


γ2
Σ̃D = α −
12 ,
2β
γ2
ε̃AD =
σZ .
(39)
2β
The condition for this characterization to be appropriate
is given by
p

det Σ1 −

β
≥ 0.
α

(40)

Please, see Appendix D for further discussion.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL LIMITATIONS TO
PHOTOCOUNTING AND HOMODYNING WITH
MICROWAVES

(38)

In this section, we review current advances on photocounting and homodyne detection techniques with mi-

crowave quantum technologies. These techniques are vital for photon subtraction, as well as for entanglement
swapping and quantum teleportation, which are the processes described in this manuscript.

A.

Photodetection

traditionally, the problem of detecting microwaves has
been the low energy of the signals when compared to the
optical regime. Any of the entanglement distillation protocols we have discussed will require some kind of photodetection scheme. Particularly, for photon subtraction,
a photocounter for microwave photons is required. In
the current landscape of microwave quantum technologies, there have been recent proposals for non-demolition
detection of itinerant single microwave photons [99–101]
in circuit-QED setups, with detection efficiencies ranging from 58% to 84%. Based on similar setups, a photocounter has been proposed [71] that can detect up to 3
microwave photons.
This device is able to catch an incoming wavepacket
into a buffer resonator, which is then transferred into the
memory by means of pumping a Josephson ring modulator. Then, the information about the number of photons in the memory is transferred to a transmon qubit,
which is coupled to the memory modes, and from where
it is read bit by bit. Consequently, this photocounter requires previous knowledge on the waveform and the arrival time of the incoming mode to be detected. Furthermore, this device is not characterized by a single quantum
efficiency; rather, the detection eficiency varies depending on the number of photons. That is, 99% for zero
photons, (76 ± 3)% for a single photon, (71 ± 3)% for two
photons and (54 ± 2)% for three, assuming a dark count
probability of (3 ± 0.2)% and a dead time of 4.5 µs.
B.

Homodyne detection

Homodyne detection allows one to extract information
about a single quadrature. It can be used to perform
CV-Bell measurements, i.e. a projective measurement in
a maximally-quadrature-entangled basis for CV states.
One way to perform Bell measurements with propagating CV states is to use the analog feedforward technique,
as demonstrated in Ref. [10]. This approach requires operating two additional phase-sensitive amplifiers in combination with two hybrid rings and a directional coupler, which effectively implements a projection operation
for conjugate quadratures of propagating electromagnetic
fields. An alternative, more conventional approach can
be implemented by using novel microwave single-photon
detectors and adapting them to the well-known optics
homodyning techniques.
As we have seen, entanglement swapping provides an
advantage if this measurement scheme is used without averaging over the results (single-shot homodyning),

whereas the Braunstein-Kimble quantum teleportation
protocol assumes this average is performed, given an unknown coherent state. In theory, single-shot homodyning can be implemented by using quantum-limited superconducting amplifiers and standard demodulation techniques [102]. However, some fundamental aspects of the
“projectiveness” of this operation and its importance for
the Bell detection measurements or for photon subtraction are still unclear and must be verified.

V.

OPEN-AIR MICROWAVE QUANTUM
TELEPORTATION FIDELITIES

In this section, we compute the average teleportation
fidelity for different resource states. In all cases, the teleported state is a coherent state |α0 i hα0 |.
A.

Two-mode squeezed vacuum resource

The case of a TMSV state is particularly simple, as we
can simply plug its covariance matrix into Eq. (17),
F TMSV =

1+λ
.
2

(41)

When symmetric 2k-photon subtraction is performed,
the formula for Gaussian average fidelity can no longer
be invoked. The results for k = 1, 2 (2PS and 4PS respectively) are:


λ2 (1 + λτ )3
F 2PS = 1 − λτ + τ
,
(42)
2 2(1 + λ2τ )
(1 + λτ )5 [8 − λτ (2 − λτ )(8 − 3λτ (2 − λτ ))]
F 4PS =
,
16(1 + 4λ2τ + λ4τ )
with λτ = λτ .
In Fig. 8, we represent the result of subtracting the
fidelity associated to the bare TMSV state to those associated to two-photon (2PS, blue) and four-photon (4PS,
red) subtracted TMSV states. Fidelity differences associated to heuristic photon subtraction appear as solid lines,
whereas those associated to probabilistic photon subtraction appear dashed. The green solid line represents the
no-gain line, above which any photon-subtracted state
presents an advantage in fidelity. Notice that photon
subtraction works better for low squeezing, and as we increase it we see that using the TMSV state as a resource
for teleportation renders a higher fidelity than probabilistic photon subtraction, while heusristic photon subtraction tends to the TMSV result.

B.

Two-mode squeezed thermal resource

We now study the teleportation fidelity associated to
a two-mode squeezed thermal state, sent through a lossy
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F FTMSV

Parameter
Symbol
Value
Losses per unit of length
µ
1.44 · 10−6 m−1
Atmospheric temperature
T
300 K
Mean photon number
Nth
1250
Squeezing parameter
r
1
Thermal photon number (signal)
n
10−2
Transmission coefficient
τ
0.95
Antenna reflectivity
ηant
0
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0.50

0.8
0.6

TMSV
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TABLE I. Parameters for a terrestrial (1 atm of pressure,
temperature of 300 K) two-mode squeezed thermal state generated at a 50 mK cryostat, for a frequency of 5 GHz. These
parameter values correspond to an Earth-based quantum teleportation scenario.
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FIG. 8. Average fidelity of CV quantum teleportation of an
unknown coherent state with respect to the initial squeezing
parameter. We subtract the average fidelity associated with
a two-mode squeezed vacuum (TMSV) state resource to the
average fidelities of two-photon subtracted (2PS, blue) and
four-photon subtracted (4PS, red) TMSV states. Curves associated to probabilistic photon subtraction appear dashed,
whereas the solid ones are associated to heuristic photon subtraction. The green curve describes the TMSV case, which
delimits the no-gain line, above which any point represents
an improvement in fidelity due to photon subtraction. As an
inset, we plot the average fidelity associated to a TMSV state
against the initial squeezing parameter. We have considered
the transmissivity of the beamsplitters involved in probabilistic photon subtraction to be τ = 0.95.

and noisy channel defined by the combination of the antenna and an environment with Nth photons. By defining
ΣA = α12 , ΣB = β12 , and εAB = γσZ , we can write the
average fidelity as
F TMST

1
=
.
1
1 + 2 (α + β − 2γ)

(k)

1+ k−
(k)

1
2



1
,
(α + β − 2γ)

Assume that Alice generates a TMST state and sends
one of the modes to Bob. Then, the covariance matrix of
the state, given in Eq. (22), is characterised by
α = (1 + 2Nth )ηeff + (1 + 2n)(1 − ηeff ) cosh 2r,
β = (1 + 2n) cosh 2r,
p
(45)
γ = (1 + 2n) 1 − ηeff sinh 2r,
which results in an average fidelity



1
F TMST = 1 +
+ Nth ηeff
2


1
+ n (2 − ηeff ) cosh 2r
+
2
−1
p
− (1 + 2n) 1 − ηeff sinh 2r
,

(46)
(47)

with ηeff = 1 − e−µL (1 − ηant ).
2.

Symmetric case

(43)

If we consider the composition of k teleportation protocols where each of the parties involved is separated by
L/k, being L the total distance aimed to cover. The final
average fidelity is then given by
F TMST =

Asymmetric case

(44)

such that F TMST > F TMST for k > 1. Since the composition of teleportation protocols does not improve the
overall fidelity, we study entanglement distillation and
entanglement swapping in search for such gain. However, this fidelity composition may improve the overall
fidelity when diffraction effects at the termination of the
antenna come into play, which will reduce the reach of
entanglement from the hundreds to the tens of meters.
In Table I we present the parameters we have used to
represent the different fidelity curves in this section.

In this case, we consider that the resource state is generated at an intermediate point between Alice and Bob,
and is sent to both of them, such that now both modes are
affected by the lossy and noisy channel described above.
The covariance matrix of this state, presented in Eq. (26),
is characterized by
α = (1 + 2Nth )ηeff + (1 + 2n)(1 − ηeff ) cosh 2r,
β = (1 + 2Nth )ηeff + (1 + 2n)(1 − ηeff ) cosh 2r,
γ = (1 + 2n)(1 − ηeff ) sinh 2r
(48)
(1)

where we have assumed L1 = L2 = L/2, and thus ηeff =
L
(2)
ηeff = ηeff = 1 − e−µ 2 (1 − ηant ) . Then, the average
fidelity can be written as

F TMST = 1 + (1 + 2Nth )ηeff + (1 + 2n)(1 − ηeff ) cosh 2r
− (1 + 2n)(1 − ηeff ) sinh 2r

−1

.

(49)

Notice that, for short distances, the fidelities associated
to the asymmetric and symmetric states coincide. That
is, at first order in µL  1, and with ηant = 0,
F TMST ≈
(50)



−1
µL
µL −2r
1 + (1 + 2Nth )
+ (1 + 2n) 1 −
e
.
2
2
When considering a lossy antenna, we observe higher entanglement degradation in the symmetric state due to
the fact that both modes of the state are output by an
antenna, whereas only one mode of the asymmetric state
√
goes through it. Although ηant can theoretically be

F 2PS =

reduced below 10−9 [84], this leads to a slightly lower fidelity in the case of the symmetric state. In the figures
appearing in this section, however, we consider ηant = 0
for simplicity.

C.

Fidelity with photon subtraction

If we consider a symmetric two-photon subtraction
process, in which the desired resource has lost a single
photon in each mode, the average fidelity becomes


3
1
−αβ + (1 + γ)2 + ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ
×
1+τ
4
(1 + α)(1 + β) − γ 2 − (αβ − (1 − γ)2 )τ


(1 − αβ + γ 2 )2 − (α − β)2 + 4γ 2 + 4γ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ
1+
.
(1 − αβ + γ 2 + ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ )2 − (α − β)2 + 4γ 2

In Fig. 9 we represent the difference in fidelities associated to a CV open-air quantum teleportation protocols for an unknown coherent state, using two-mode
squeezed thermal states distributed through open-air as
a resource, against the travelled distance. We subtract
the fidelity associated to the bare resource (TMST) to the
ones related to two-photon-subtracted symmetric (blue)
and asymmetric (red) states, as well as entanglementswapped (orange) states. We consider both heuristic
(solid lines) and probabilistic (dashed lines, labelled with
τ ) photon subtraction. In Fig. 10 (a), we can see the fidelity associated to the bare resource, knowing that it
coincides for the symmetric and the aymmetric states in
the region µL  1. The solid green line represents the
no-gain line, above which any point represents an improvement in fidelity over the bare state. The former
gives an enhancement for short distances, whereas the
latter helps extend the point where the classical limit is
reached. One of the reasons the gain related to photon
subtraction is lost might be the increase of thermal photons in the state, which occurs for increasing L. This happens because, as photon losses are more relevant, the cost
of doing photon subtraction is higher: if we subtract thermal photons, the entanglement hardly increases, whereas
if we subtract photons from the signal, entanglement decreases. In a pale red background, we represent the region in which the fidelity associated to the bare resource
reaches the maximum classical value of 1/2.
In Fig. 10, we represent various features of the twomode squeezed thermal states distributed through openair: (a) Average fidelity, which coincides for the symmetric and asymmetric states for µL  1; (b) Logarithmic
negativity EN = log2 (2N + 1) of the symmetric (green)
and asymmetric (purple) states; (c) Sucess probability of
photon subtraction (see Eq. (34)) for symmetric (blue,

(51)

dashed) and for asymmetric (red, dashed) states, against
(F 2PS − F TMST )/(1 − F TMST ). This represents the gain
in fidelity of the photon-subtraction schemes, weighted to
show larger values when the gain occurs at larger fidelities; (d) Efficiency of photon subtraction at x = 0, computed as P (F 2PS − F TMST ), against different values of
the transmissivity, with τ ∈ [0.9, 1]. Notice that greater
fidelity gains come at lower success probabilities for photon subtraction, which can be reflected in the efficiency
(on the order of 10−4 ). The latter achieves maximum
values for a transmissivity of τ ≈ 0.92, and goes to zero
with the probability, as τ goes to 1.
In an attempt to explain the crossing that occurs
between the probabilistically-photon-subtracted and the
bare fidelities, which delimits the region in which photon subtraction results in an enhanced teleportation fidelity, we consider the following approach: we will attempt to find the Gaussian state that is related to our
non-Gaussian photon-subtracted state by the same teleportation fidelity. Essentially, we are looking to identify
the photon subtracted states with Gaussian resources in
order to compute the negativities from their covariance
matrices, and investigate what happens to entanglement
at the points where fidelity with photon-subtracted states
loses its advantage. A similar approach can be found
in Appendix B for heuristic photon subtraction. First,
know that the fidelity with two-photon subtraction can
be written as
1+g
F 2PS = r
(52)
h
i,
det 12 + 12 Γ̃
where Γ̃ ≡ (σZ Σ̃A σZ + Σ̃B − σZ ε̃AB − ε̃|AB σZ ), and
Σ̃A , Σ̃B , and ε̃AB are defined in Eq. (33). Here, g is
the result of integrating all the non-Gaussian corrections

2PS Asym ( )
2PS Asym

TMST
ES Asym

2PS Sym ( )
2PS Sym

to the characteristic function, which enforces the nonGaussianity of the state resulting from photon subtraction (see Appendix C for the general expression). We
split the terms on the previous equation and write
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FIG. 9. Average fidelity of CV quantum teleportation of
an unknown coherent state using an entangled resource distributed through open-air, represented versus the travelled
distance. We subtract the average fidelity associated to the
TMST state distributed through open-air (green), to the average fidelities of the two-photon subtracted asymmetric (2PS
Asym) and symmetric (2PS Sym) states, represented in red
and blue, respectively, as well as to the average fidelity of
the entanglement-swapped asymmetric (ES Asym) state, in
orange. We represent the states resulting from probabilistic photon subtraction (dashed), as well as heuristic photon
subtraction (solid). In a pale red background, we represent
the region where the fidelity is below the maximum classical fidelity of 1/2, and the quantum advantage is lost. The
green line then shows no gain, and any point above it corresponds to an improvement in fidelity. Parameters: n = 10−2 ,
Nth = 1250, r = 1, µ = 1.44 · 10−6 m−1 , ηant = 0, τ = 0.95.

1
r

h
det 12 + 12 Γ̃



1
−αβ + (1 + γ)2 + ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ
i = 2 1 + τ (1 + α)(1 + β) − γ 2 − (αβ − (1 − γ)2 )τ ,


2
1
−αβ + (1 + γ)2 + ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ
1+g =
1+τ
×
2
(1 + α)(1 + β) − γ 2 − (αβ − (1 − γ)2 )τ


(1 − αβ + γ 2 )2 − (α − β)2 + 4γ 2 + 4γ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ
1+
.
(1 − αβ + γ 2 + ((1 − α)(1 − β) − γ 2 )τ )2 − (α − β)2 + 4γ 2

1
If we define a matrix G = (1 + g)12 with G−1 = 1+g
12 ,
√
then we can write 1 + g = det G, which leads us to

r

1+g
1
h
i=r
h

i.
1
1
−1
det 12 + 2 Γ̃
det 12 + 2 Γ̃ G

(55)

By rearranging the terms resulting from the matrix prod-

uct, we can obtain


1
1
12 + Γ̃ G−1 = 12 +
2
2

Γ̃ − 2g12
1+g

!

(53)
(54)

1˜
≡ 12 + Γ̃,
(56)
2

˜ = Γ̃−2g12 . Now, we want to
where we have defined Γ̃
1+g
incorporate the non-Gaussian corrections into the covariance matrix of the effective Gaussian state by using the
formula
˜ = σ Σ̃
˜
˜
˜
˜|
Γ̃
Z A σZ + Σ̃B − σZ ε̃AB − ε̃AB σZ .

(57)
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FIG. 10. Various features of the symmetric and asymmetric TMST states distributed through open-air. (a) Average fidelity of CV quantum teleportation protocol of an unknown coherent state using either symmetric or asymmetric lossy TMST states, represented against the travelled distance. (b) Logarithmic negativities EN = log2 (2N + 1) of
the lossy TMST symmetric (green) and asymmetric (purple)
states. (c) Probability of successful two-photon subtraction
applied to lossy TMST symmetric (dashed, blue) and asymmetric (dashed, red) states, represented against the fidelity
gain compared to the lossy TMST state, which is weighted to
be larger for larger fidelities. (d) Efficiency of two-photon subtraction against the transmissivity, with τ ∈ [0.9, 1], applied
to TMST symmetric (dashed, blue) and asymmetric (dashed,
red) states, at x = 0. Parameters: n = 10−2 , Nth = 1250,
r = 1, µ = 1.44 · 10−6 m−1 , ηant = 0, τ = 0.95.

We will refer to the resulting state as “re-Gaussified”
state. Then, we define

1 
Σ̃A − g12 ,
1+g


˜ = 1
Σ̃
Σ̃
−
g1
B
2 ,
B
1+g
1
ε̃˜AB =
ε̃AB .
1+g
˜ =
Σ̃
A
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FIG. 11. Logarithmic negativity EN = log2 (2N + 1) of entangled resources distributed through open-air, represented
against the travelled distance. (a) We subtract the logarithmic negativity of the lossy TMST symmetric (TMST Sym,
in green) state to those of the probabilistic (dashed) and
heuristic (solid) re-Gaussified two-photon subtracted symmetric states (2PS Sym, in blue). (b) We subtract the logarithmic
negativity of the lossy TMST asymmetric (TMST Asym, in
purple) state to those of the probabilistic (dashed) and heuristic (solid) re-Gaussified two-photon subtracted asymmetric
states (2PS Asym, in red). Any point above the green (purple) line represents an improvement in negativity for the reGaussified photon-subtracted symmetric (asymmetric) states.
Parameters: n = 10−2 , Nth = 1250, r = 1, µ = 1.44 · 10−6
m−1 , ηant = 0, τ = 0.95.

for the asymmetric one. For the latter, we write


˜ = 1
Σ̃A − kg12 ,
Σ̃
A
1+g


˜ = 1
Σ̃
Σ̃B − (2 − k)g12 ,
B
1+g
1
ε̃AB .
ε̃˜AB =
1+g

These represent the submatrices of a covariance matrix
˜ if
Σ̃
(59)

is satisfied. This condition both ensures the positivity of
the covariance matrix and that the uncertainty relation
is satisfied. For this, we have assumed that Σ̃A = α̃12 ,
Σ̃B = β̃12 , and ε̃AB = γ̃σZ . The problem is that this
convention only works for the symmetric state, and not

1
ε̃AB .
1+g

(61)

The condition these terms need to satisfy is
p

det Σ̃ − g(2 + α̃ + β̃) − 1 ≥ (1 + g) α̃ − β̃

(60)

Since we have seen that a symmetric re-Gaussified state is
viable, we impose the same balanced partition on the re˜ ,
˜ = Σ̃
Gaussification of the asymmetric state. From Σ̃
B
A
we obtain that k = 1 + (α̃ − β̃)/2g, which leads to the
submatrices
!
1
Σ̃A + Σ̃B
˜
Σ̃A =
− g12 ,
1+g
2
!
1
Σ̃A + Σ̃B
˜
Σ̃B =
− g12 ,
1+g
2
ε̃˜AB =

p
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which is naturally met. In Appendix D, a graphical proof
that these conditions are met is provided.
By doing these redefinitions, we are effectively masking the non-Gaussian corrections in the expression of
the fidelity as further corrections to the submatrices of
the covariance matrix of an entangled resource, which

is now Gaussian, while maintaining the same fidelity we
had obtained with the photon-subtracted states. This
treatment has shown that we are using a resource that,
in the regions in which photon subtraction is beneficial,
shows higher entanglement than the bare resource, as expected. In Fig. 11, we subtract the logarithmic negativity
EN = log2 (2N +1) of the bare resource (TMST) to those
of the heuristic (solid) and the probabilistic (dashed) twophoton subtracted states. On Fig. 11 (a), we display the
symmetric states, and on Fig. 11 (b), the asymmetric
ones. Notice that the gain in negativity is lost around the
same points as the gain in fidelity. As we have discussed
before, the fidelities corresponding to the symmetric and
asymmetric states are equal at first order in µL  1,
and the same behavior can be observed initially in the
negativities of both states (see Fig. 10 (b)). However,
while the points at which the fidelities of the symmetric
and asymmetric states reach the classical limit differs by
centimeters, the points at which entanglement is lost for
these states differ by tens of meters. This region where
negativity is lost is shown in a pale red background. Although the entanglement in the asymmetric state reaches
further, the symmetric photon subtraction protocol we
envision works better when applied on the symmetric
state. The logarithmic negativity of heuristic photonsubtracted states presents a 46% increase with respect
to the value for the bare state at x = 0, while probabilistic photon-subtracted states only present an initial gain
of 28%.

D.

Fidelity with entanglement swapping

We consider the case in which both Alice and Bob produce two-mode squeezed states, and each send one mode
to Charlie, who is equidistantly-located from the two parties. Then, he performs entanglement swapping using the
two modes he has received, which have been degraded by
thermal noise and photon losses. If Alice and Bob use the
remaining entangled resource they share for teleporting
an unknown coherent state, the fidelity of the protocol
will be given by
F es =

1
1+α−

γ2
β

,

(63)

where now we have
α = (1 + 2n) cosh 2r,
β = (1 + 2Nth )ηeff + (1 + 2n)(1 − ηeff ) cosh 2r,
p
γ = (1 + 2n) 1 − ηeff sinh 2r,
(64)
and ηeff = 1−e−µL/2 (1−ηant ), since the total distance has
been reduced in half by the presence of a third, equidistant party.
This fidelity is represented as the orange curve in
Fig. 9, where it shows a gain in fidelity for large distances,
right before the classical limit of F = 0.5 is reached. The

extended distance represents 14% of the maximum distance for the bare TMST state. This will be advantageous when the distance at which the classical limit occurs can be extended, for example in the case of quantum
communication between satellites.

VI.

INTER-SATELLITE QUANTUM
COMMUNICATION MODEL

An important application of the protocols and the
technology addressed in this manuscript would be quantum communication between satellites [72, 73, 103].
Given the security inherent to quantum-based communication protocols, many of the motivations for the use of
sub-millimiter microwaves –i.e. frequencies in the range
30-300 GHz, which is a trend in classical communication
between satellites orbiting low Earth orbits (LEOs), fade
away, and it seems reasonable to aim at maximizing the
distances between linked satellites [64]. We shall consider a greatly simplified model for free-space microwave
communication, assuming unpolarized signals and hence
ignoring the effects of scintillation and polarization rotation, among others. This means that whenever we
discuss entanglement, it will be understood that we are
talking about particle number entanglement. Polarization entanglement, even if perhaps more natural when
considering the physics of antennae, is lost whenever the
signal enters a coplanar waveguide, hence making it not a
good candidate for quantum communication between 1Dsuperconducting chips. Moreover, we will assume that
the communication is done within the same altitude, i.e.
that the two satellites are in similar orbits, which is typically the case when building satellite constellations. This
means that the atmospheric absorption, if any, will remain constant during the time of fly of the signals. Additionally, we will ignore Doppler effects caused by relative
speeds between the orbits.
There are four main families of satellite orbits: GEO,
HEO, MEO, and LEO, corresponding to geosynchronous,
high, medium, and low Earth orbits, respectively. It is
customary to define LEOs as orbits with altitudes in the
range 700-2000 km; MEOs would then range between
2000-35786 km; and HEOs in 35786-dM /2, where dM is
the distance from the Earth to the Moon. The seemingly
arbitrary altitude separating MEOs and HEOs is actually
the average altitude for which the period equals one sidereal day (23h 56m 4s), and this is precisely where GEOs
sit. This altitude is more than three times the point at
which the exosphere, the last layer of the atmosphere, is
observed to fade. GEOs and HEOs are hence ‘true’ freespace orbits, in the sense that there is hardly any gas,
and temperature is dominated by the Cosmic Microwave
Background –that peaks at 2.7 K. The MEO region is
the least populated one, since it is home for the Van
Allen belts, which contain charged particles moving at
relativistic speeds due to the magnetic field of the Earth,
and that can destroy unshielded objects. LEOs, on the

L = LA LFSPL .

(65)

Atmospheric absorption loss is caused by light-matter
interactions. These strongly depend on the altitude of
the orbits considered, among other parameters such as
polarization, frequency, or wheather conditions. Atmospheric loss can range from almost negligible (up in the
exosphere and beyond), to very significant in the lower
layers of the atmosphere, especially when water droplets
and dust are present. Atmospheric loss has to be taken
into account when considering the case of up and downlinks, i.e. when linking a satellite with an Earth-based
station. However, for relatively high altitudes –that is,
any altitude where there are satellites, absorption loss is
so low in microwaves that it can be taken to vanish as a
first approximation, so we set LA = 1.
FSPL is due to the inevitable spreading of a signal
in three dimensions; they are often referred to as geometric losses. FSPL is maximal when there is no beamconstraining mechanism, such as a wave guide, or a set
of focalising lenses, i.e. when the signal spreads isotrop−2
ically: LFSPL = (λ/4πd) .
Suppose two co-moving satellites are separated by
a linear distance d, and the emitter sends a quasimonochromatic signal with power Pe centered at frequency ν = ω/2π = c/λ. The receiver gets a power
Pr such that their ratio defines a transmission coefficient
that is the product of loss and the gains (or directivities)
of the antennae. The resulting equation for long, ‘farfield’ distances is sometimes referred to as Friis’ equation
[104–106], which is the compromise between gain (or directivity) and loss:
Pe
De Dd
=
= De Dr
Pr
LA LFSPL



λ
4πd

2
≡ τ̆path ,

(66)

where De and Dr are the directivities of the emitter and
receiver antennas, and we set LA = 1 as discussed before.
The directivity of an antenna is the maximized gain in
power in some preferred direction with respect to a hypothetical isotropic antenna, at a fixed distance from the
source, and assuming the total radiation power is the
same for both antennas: D = maxθ,φ D(θ, φ). It is a
quantity that strongly depends on the geometry design,
but that can be enhanced in a discrete fashion by means
of antenna arrays. Indeed, given N identical antennas
with directivity gain D(θ, φ), a phased array consists of
an array of such antennas, each preceded by a controlled
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other hand, are ‘cheap’ orbits, where most of the satellites orbiting our planet live. Their low altitudes simplify
the problems arising from delays between Earth-based
stations and the satellites.
In this section we will be concerned only with two satellites orbiting either the same GEO or the same LEO, as
a simple case study of expected losses and entanglement
degradation. There are essentially two kinds of loss one
must take into account: atmospheric and free-space path
loss (FSPL). Total loss will be then simply given by
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FIG. 12. (a) Contour plot of the transmissivity associated to
diffraction, τ̆diff , against the aperture radius of the antenna
and the travelled distance. We can observe that losses are
greatly reduced with the aperture of the antenna. (b) Contour plot of the regions of free-space as delimited by the relation between the aperture radius of the antenna and the distance at which the signal is observed:
near-field (blue) $0 >
p
(λd/0.62)2/3 , Fresnel (grey) p λd/2 < $0 < (λd/0.62)2/3 ,
and far-field (orange) $0 < λd/2. With dashed lines, we
represent the region where entanglement can be preserved.
Parameters: λ = 6 cm, aR = 2$0 .

phase shifter. This diffraction problem essentially gives
Darray (θ, φ) = A2N (ε)D(θ, φ), where AN is the so-called
N -array factor, that symbolically depends on the phases
via some vector ε [107]. In three dimensions, phase arrays
are two-dimensional grids of antennas, so that the main
lobe of the resulting signal becomes as sharp as possible.
We will assume that we have an array of small coplanar
antennas as the one discussed in Section III B, adding
up to a radiation pattern mimicking that of a parabolic
antenna. We also assume that both emitter and receiver
have the same design, De = Dr ≡ D:
D=

 πa 2
λ

ea

(67)

where 0 ≤ ea ≤ 1 is the aperture efficiency, defined as
the ratio between the effective aperture Ae , and the area
of the antenna’s actual aperture, Aphys , and a is the diameter of the parabola, such that Aphys = πa2 /4. With
this, the parabolic path transmissivity becomes

τ̆path =

πa2 ea
4dλ

2
.

(68)

The effect of path losses can alternatively be described
by a diffraction mechanism, affecting the spot size of the
signal beam,
s
2  2
$0
d
d
$= √
1−
+
,
(69)
R0
dR
2
given an initial spot size $0 , curvature of the beam R0 ,
and Rayleigh range dR = π$02 λ−1 /2. Given the aperture
radius aR of the receiver antenna, the diffraction-induced
transmissivity can be computed as [72, 73]
2

2

τ̆diff = 1 − e−2aR /$ .

(70)

Notice that, in the far-field approximation, we can recover the result for τ̆path ,
τ̆diff ≈

 π$ a 2
0 R
,
λd

(71)

by setting aR = $0 = a/2, R0 = d, and assuming ea = 1.
Setting λ = 6 cm and aR = 2$0 , we plot the transmissivity associated to diffraction vs the distance d for different
values of the aperture $0 in Fig. 12 (a), observing that
losses are reduced as a result of an increase of the aperture.
We address entanglement preservation in TMST states
distributed through open-air by considering that the
dominant source of error will be diffraction, as opposed to
attenuation, which we will describe by means of a beamsplitter with a thermal input. We introduce Nth ∼ 11
as the number of thermal photons in the environment
at 2.7 K. Considering this loss mechanism, entanglement preservation is achieved for reflectivities that satisfy η < (1 + Nth )−1 ∼ 0.083 for lossy TMST asymmetric
states, and η < [1 + Nth (1 + coth r)]−1 ∼ 0.038 for symmetric ones, assumming n ≈ 0 and τ̆ = 1 − η. Given
this diffraction channel, entanglement
is preserved in the
√
regime aR $0 /d > (λ/π) − log ηlim ∼ 0.035, for λ = 6
cm and ηlim = 0.038. This implies that, for two satellites that are are separated by d = 1 km, the product
of apertures of emitter and receiver antennae must be
aR $0 > 35 m2 in order to have entanglement preservation. In Fig. 12 (b), we represent the regions of freespace as delimited by the relation between the distance
at which the signal is detected and the aperture of the
emitting antenna, taking aR = 2$0 , and depicting the
region in which entanglement is preserved with a dashed
line. This shows that the radius of the antennae of emmitter and receiver satellites will be large, as is usually
the case for microwave communications. In order to correct the effects of diffraction with microwaves, it would
also be useful to study focalizing techniques and the incorporation of beam collimators.
VII.

CONCLUSIONS

In this manuscript, we have studied the feasibility of
microwave entanglement distribution in open air with
two-mode squeezed states. We have studied these as a
resource for a Braunstein-Kimble quantum teleportation
protocol adapted to microwave technology, reviewing the
steps involved in this process and the possibility of realization, given the available quantum technology. First,
we reviewed the process of generating two-mode squeezed
states using JPAs, which was tested in Ref. [69]. Then,
we looked at an antenna model [84] for optimal transmission of these states into open-air, while also discussing
entanglement degradation due to interaction with the environment and the maximum possible reach of entanglement. This was found to be up to 550 meters for asymmetric states with ideal weather conditions. Following

this, we have have adapted to microwave technology entanglement distillation and entanglement swapping, two
procedures to counteract degradation at different stages.
In particular, we studied photon subtraction, an entanglement distillation protocol that works for short distances and low squeezing, allowing for up to 46% increase
in the logarithmic negativity. Entanglement distillation,
on the other hand, contributed to extending the reach
of entanglement by up to 14%. Since these operations
will require homodyne detection, as well as photocounting, we discussed recent advances in microwave technologies that permit these operations. We then tested
the efficiency of open-air entanglement distribution, including the different enhancement techniques, with the
Braunstein-Kimble protocol adapted to microwaves: we
computed the average fidelities of open-air microwave
quantum teleportation of coherent states using the openair distributed states as the entangled resource. We concluded with a study of the applicability and efficiency
of these techniques for quantum communication between
satellites, a field where, with the proper directivity, given
the low absorption rates, the reach of entanglement can
be greatly increased.
Efficient information retrieval from open-air distribution of microwave quantum states will be a key step in
this protocol, which would require the design of a receiver
antenna. This device may resemble the one described in
Section III B, but it will have to include a different termination into open-air in order to, for instance, reduce
diffraction losses. Since the lack of an amplification protocol considerably limits the entanglement transmission
distances through open-air, a hopeful solution is to develop a theory of quantum repeaters for microwave signals, following the ideas shown in Ref. [70]. For this, entanglement distillation and entanglement swapping techniques discussed in this manuscript will be useful.
Since superconducting circuits naturally work in the
microwave regime, it would make sense to explore alternatives for photon subtraction that use devices specific to
this technology. In that direction, a possible deterministic photon-subtraction scheme could be studied, making
use of circuit-QED for non-demolition detection of itinerant microwave photons [99]. In this work, the detection
of a previously unknown microwave photon is guaranteed
by a transmon qubit jumping to its excited state, which
would indicate a successful photon subtraction event.
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Appendix A: Amplification

In this manuscript, we have not discussed an amplification protocol for entangled signals because it cannot
increase quantum correlations. Amplification of signals
is an essential feature in classical microwave communication in open-air, as increasing the number of photons
that Alice sends will improve the chances Bob has of
detecting that signal. In the quantum regime, cryogenic
high electronic mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifiers are
suited for experiments with microwaves. These are able
to greatly enhance signals in a large frequency spectrum,
while introducing a significant amount of thermal photons. This noise is reflected in the input-output relation
p
√
aout = gH ain + gH − 1hH ,
(A1)
with ain , aout , and hH the annihilation operators of the
input field, output field and noise added by the amplifier,
respectively. From this formula, we can see that amplification is a procedure that acts individually on the modes
of a quantum state, which means that we can increment
the number of photons of that mode, but they will not
be entangled with the other ones. That is why we say
that amplification cannot increase quantum correlations.
If anything, the introduction of thermal noise can lead to
entanglement degradation.
HEMTs normally work at 4K temperatures, which implies that the number of thermal photons they introduce
is around nH ∼ 10 − 20, for 5 GHz frequencies. It is

the number of thermal photons which determines the
thermally-radiated power [108], P = ~ωN B, meaning
that the excess output noise produces a flux of N photons per second in a bandwidth of B Hz. The gain is
given by the ratio between output and input powers, and
for a constant bandwidth, it is just gH = nH /n, the ratio between the number of thermal photons introduced by
the HEMT and the number of photons in the input state.
Considering the antenna described above, an HEMT of
these characteristics produces a gain of gH = 2·103 when
acting on a TMST state with n ∼ 10−2 , which completely
destroys entanglement. In order for entanglement to survive such an amplification process, the HEMT must be
placed at temperatures below 100 mK. In any case, they
do not present an advantage.
Appendix B: Heuristic photon subtraction

In this section, we describe the heuristic photon subtraction operation, in which annihilation operators are
applied to a quantum state in order to reduce the number of photons in each mode. Consider that we have
initially a two-mode squeezed vacuum (TMSV) state,
|ψiAB =

∞
p
X
λn |n, niAB ,
1 − λ2

(B1)

n=0

with λ = tanh r and squeezing parameter r. Assume that
we apply the operator akA alB , which implies subtracting
k photons in mode A and l photons on mode B. The
resulting state is
p
|ψ (k+l) iAB = 1 − λ2 ×
(B2)
∞
n
X
λ n!
p
|n − k, n − liAB .
(n − k)!(n − l)!
n=max{k,l}
Considering symmetric photon subtraction (k = l), we
can write this state
∞
p
X
λn+k (n + k)!
|ψ (2k) iAB = 1 − λ2
|n, niAB , (B3)
n!
n=0
where we have shifted n → n + k. This state needs to be
normalized, and the normalization is given by

2
∞
X
n+k
N2k = (1 − λ2 )λ2k (k!)2
λ2n
(B4)
k
n=0

= (1 − λ2 )λ2k (k!)2 2 F1 k + 1, k + 1; 1; λ2 .
The negativity of this state can be computed as
N (ρ(2k) ) =

Ak − 1
,
2

with ρ(2k) = |ψ (2k) ihψ (2k) | and
s
2
∞
2 X
1
−
λ
(n
+
k)!
 .
Ak ≡ 
λn+k
N2k n=0
n!

(B5)

(B6)

This leads to
N (ρ

(2k)

tite quantum state ρ is equivalent to applying

1
)=
2



(1 − λ)−2(k+1)
−1
2
2 F1 (k + 1, k + 1; 1; λ )

(B7)

λ
e2r − 1
=
.
1−λ
2

(B9)

to its the characteristic function, with

from which we can recover the negativity of the TMSV
state by setting k = 0,
N (ρ(0) ) =

Θ1 Θ2 χ(α, β)



(B8)

Now, we go beyond the TMSV state case, and explore
the heuristic photon-subtraction protocol applied on a
general Gaussian state. The application of the singlephoton annihilation operators on both modes of a bipar-

Θi = ∂x2i + ∂p2i +

x2i
p2
+ i + xi ∂xi + pi ∂pi + 1, (B10)
4
4

for R i R =
{1, 2}.
Given that ρ
=
2
2
1
d
α
d
βχ(α,
β)D
(−α)D
(−β),
and
assum2
1
2
π
ing that ρ is a Gaussian state with covariance matrix


ΣA εAB
Σ= |
,
(B11)
εAB ΣB
then we can write

h


~ B β~ | + α
~ C β~ |
mB + βM
~ MBC β~ | + α
~ MC α
~ | mA + α
~ MA α
~| + α
~ 1 MAC β~ | + βM
(B12)
i
~ C (12 − ΩΣB Ω| ) β~ | + α
+mC − α
~ MAC ΩεAB Ω| α
~ | + 2βM
~ [MAC (12 − ΩΣB Ω| ) − ΩεAB Ω| MC ] β~ | χ(α, β),

Θ1 Θ2 χ(α, β) = N

where we have defined
1
tr ΣA ,
2
1
= 1 − tr ΣB ,
2
1
= tr ε2AB ,
2

1
=
12 − 2ΩΣA Ω| + ΩΣ2A Ω| ,
4

1
=
12 − 2ΩΣB Ω| + ΩΣ2B Ω| ,
4
1
= Ωε2AB Ω| ,
4
1
= (ΩΣA εAB Ω| − ΩεAB Ω| ) ,
2
1
= (ΩεAB ΣB Ω| − ΩεAB Ω| ) .
2

mA = 1 −
mB
mC
MA
MB
MC
MAC
MBC

(B13)

Here, N −1 = mA mB + mC is a normalization constant,
which enforces Θ1 Θ2 χ(α, β)|α=0,β=0 = 1. Keep in mind
that we have assumed that the submatrices ΣA , ΣB , and
εAB of the covariance matrix are symmetric.
If we use these states as the entangled resource on a CV
quantum teleportation protocol of an unknown coherent
state, we get that the average fidelity can be written as
F =q

1+h

,
det 12 + 21 Γ

(B14)

with Γ ≡ σZ ΣA σZ + ΣB − σZ εAB − ε|AB σZ . Here, we
have defined h as

#
" 
−1

2
1
|
 tr ΩE2A Ω| E2B
Ω E1 −
tr Ω 12 + Γ
1
2
det 12 + 2 Γ
# " 
#
" 
−1
−1
1
1
| A
| B
+ 3 tr Ω 12 + Γ
Ω E2 tr Ω 12 + Γ
Ω E2
,
2
2

1
h=
E0



together with

Appendix C: Probabilistic photon subtraction

E0 = mA mB + mC ,
E1 = mA (MB + σZ MC σZ + σZ MBC )
+ mB (σZ MA σZ + MC + σZ MAC )
+ (2MC + σZ MAC ) Ω (12 + σZ εAB − ΣB ) Ω|
A
E2 = MC + σZ MAC + σZ MA σZ ,
E2B = MB + σZ MBC + σZ MC σZ .
(B16)
We can identify h as the non-Gaussian corrections to the
fidelity, and mask them as corrections to the covariance
matrix of a Gaussian state with the same fidelity. This
is done by defining
Γ − 2h12
≡ σZ Σ̃A σZ + Σ̃B − σZ ε̃AB − ε̃|AB σZ .
1+h
(B17)
For the symmetric resource we define
Γ̃ =

1
(ΣA − h12 ) ,
1+h
1
Σ̃B =
(ΣB − h12 ) ,
1+h
1
ε̃AB =
εAB ,
1+h

In this section, we present the definitions we have used
to shorten the notation of the modified submatrices of
the covariance matrix of a Gaussian state that has undergone a symmetric two-photon-subtraction protocol (with
beamsplitters and photodetectors). Assuming that ΣA ,
ΣB , and εAB are symmetric, the general expression for
the submatrices of the covariance matrix of the resulting
state is

−1 |
Σ̃A = τ ΣA + (1 − τ )12 − 2 J1 XA
J1 + K1 Y −1 K1| ,

−1 |
Σ̃B = τ ΣB + (1 − τ )12 − 2 J2 XA
J2 + K2 Y −1 K2| ,

−1 |
ε̃AB = τ εAB − 2 J1 XA
J2 + K1 Y −1 K2| ,
(C1)
whose success probability is given by
m1 m2 + m3
P =√
.
det XA det Y

Σ̃A =

(C2)

Here, we have used
(B18)

whereas for the asymmetric one we require Σ̃A = Σ̃B ,
such that


ΣA + Σ B
1
− h12 ,
Σ̃A =
1+h
2


1
ΣA + Σ B
− h12 ,
Σ̃B =
1+h
2
1
εAB .
(B19)
ε̃AB =
1+h
These “re-Gaussified” covariance matrices need to satisfy
positivity
and the uncertainty principle, meaning that
p
| det Σ̃ − 1| ≥ |α̃ − β̃|, assuming that we can write Σ̃A =
α̃12 , Σ̃B = β̃12 , and ε̃AB = γ̃σZ . Furthermore, if ΣA =
α12 , ΣB = β12 , and εAB = γσZ , this condition can be
expressed as
√
det Σ − h(2 + α + β) − 1 ≥ (1 + h)|α − β| (B20)
for the symmetric state, and as
√

(B15)

1
det Σ + (α − β)2 − h(α + β) + h2 − 1 ≥ 0 (B21)
4

for the asymmetric one. A graphical proof that these
conditions are met can be found in Appendix D.

1
Ω [(1 − τ )ΣA + (1 + τ )12 ] Ω| ,
2
1
= Ω [(1 − τ )ΣB + (1 + τ )12 ] Ω| ,
2
1
= − (1 − τ )ΩεAB Ω| ,
2
−1
= XB − HXA
H,
 ΩM Ω|
= X −1 tr X −1 M −
,
det X
1
= 1 − tr Y −1 ,
2

1
1
−1
= 1 − tr XA
− tr Y −1 HWXA ,12 H ,
2
2
1
= tr (WY,12 HWXA ,12 H) ,
2


1p
−1
=
τ (1 − τ ) εAB Ω| + (ΣA − 12 )Ω| XA
H ,
2


1p
−1
=
τ (1 − τ ) (ΣB − 12 )Ω| + εAB Ω| XA
H ,
2
1p
=
τ (1 − τ )(ΣA − 12 )Ω| ,
2
1p
=
τ (1 − τ )εAB Ω| .
(C3)
2

XA =
XB
H
Y
WX,M
m1
m2
m3
K1
K2
J1
J2

The characteristic function of the resulting non-Gaussian
state is

e− 4 [α~ ΩΣ̃A Ω
1

(1,1)

|

~ Σ̃B Ω| β
~ | +2~
~| ]
α
~ | +βΩ
αΩε̃AB Ω| β

χ
×
(C4)
(α, β) =
m1 m2 + m3
i


h
~ 2 β~ | + α
~ 2β
~| + α
~ | + m3 + α
~ 2 β~ | + α
~ R1 α
~ | + βR
~ R12 β~ | .
~ Q1 α
~ | + βQ
~ Q12 β
m1 + α
~ P1 α
~ | + βP
~ P12 β~ | m2 + α

Furthermore, when computing the average fidelity

(Eq. (52)), we obtain the non-Gaussian corrections defined by

" 
#
" 
#

−1
−1
1
1
|
|
Ω (ZQ1 Z + Q2 + ZQ12 ) + m2 tr Ω 12 + Γ̃
Ω (ZP1 Z + P2 + ZP12 )
g=
m1 tr Ω 12 + Γ̃
m1 m2 + m3
2
2
# " 
#
" 
−1
−1
1
1
|
|
Ω (ZP1 Z + P2 + ZP12 ) tr Ω 12 + Γ̃
Ω (ZQ1 Z + Q2 + ZQ12 )
+ tr Ω 12 + Γ̃
2
2
" 
#
−1
i
h
1
|
+ tr Ω 12 + Γ̃
Ω (ZR1 Z + R2 + ZR12 ) + 2 tr WΩ(12 + 1 Γ̃)Ω| ,ZP1 Z+P2 +ZP12 (ZQ1 Z + Q2 + ZQ12 )
(C5)
2
2
1

which can be computed using
1
P1 = − ΩK1 WY,12 K1| Ω| ,
2
1
P2 = − ΩK2 WY,12 K2| Ω| ,
2
P12 = −ΩK1 WY,12 K2| Ω| ,

1 
Q1 = − Ω J1 WXA ,12 J1| + 2J1 WXA ,12 HY −1 K1| + K1 WY,HWXA ,12 H K1| Ω| ,
2

1 
Q2 = − Ω J2 WXA ,12 J2| + 2J2 WXA ,12 HY −1 K2| + K2 WY,HWXA ,12 H K2| Ω| ,
2


Q12 = −Ω J1 WXA ,12 J2| + J1 WXA ,12 HY −1 K2| + K1 Y −1 HWXA ,12 J2| + K1 WY,HWXA ,12 H K2| Ω| ,

1
R1 = Ω J1 WXA ,12 HWY,12 K1|
2




ΩHWXA ,12 HΩ|
+ K1 WY,12 tr Y −1 HWXA ,12 H + Y −1 tr (WY,12 HWXA ,12 H) −
tr Y −1 K1| Ω| ,
det Y

1
R2 = Ω J2 WXA ,12 HWY,12 K2|
2




ΩHWXA ,12 HΩ|
tr Y −1 K2| Ω| ,
+ K2 WY,12 tr Y −1 HWXA ,12 H + Y −1 tr (WY,12 HWXA ,12 H) −
det Y

1
R12 = Ω J1 WXA ,12 HWY,12 K2| + K1 WY,12 HWXA ,12 J2|
2




ΩHWXA ,12 HΩ|
tr Y −1 K2| Ω| .
+ 2K1 WY,12 tr Y −1 HWXA ,12 H + Y −1 tr (WY,12 HWXA ,12 H) −
det Y

Appendix D: Positivity and uncertainty principle for
covariance matrices

In this section, we discuss the conditions for the modified submatrices, product of the different entanglement
distillation and entanglement swapping protocols discussed in the manuscript, to represent an actual covari-

ance matrix of a different Gaussian state. The first one
is positivity of the covariance matrix


Σ=

ΣA εAB
ε|AB ΣB


> 0,

(D1)

ES Asym
2PS Asym ( )

1.25

2PS Sym ( )
2PS Asym

and the second one is preservation of the uncertainty
principle,




ΣA εAB
Ω 0
+i
≥ 0.
(D2)
ε|AB ΣB
0 Ω

2PS Sym

1.00
0.75

If we consider ΣA = α12 , ΣB = β12 , and εAB = γσZ ,
the positivity condition reduces to

0.50

α > 0,
det Σ > 0,

0.25
0.00

(D3)

whereas the uncertainty principle can be written as

0.25
0.50
0

20

40

60

Distance (m)

80

100

FIG. 13. Graphical representation of the curves constructed
from Eq. (D5) against the travelled distance that, if positive, prove the submatrices used to compute this quantity
characterize a covariance matrix, which satisfies a positivity condition, as well as the uncertainty principle. In orange, we represent the curve associated to the submatrices in
Eq. (39), that result from entanglement swapping. The blue
and red solid curves correspond to the heuristic two-photonsubtracted “re-Gaussified” symmetric and asymmetric states,
respectively, described in Eqs. (B18) and (B19). The blue and
red dashed curves correspond to the probabilistic two-photonsubtracted “re-Gaussified” symmetric and asymmetric states,
respectively, described in Eqs. (58) and (61). As an inset, we
investigate the region of short distances, in which we observe
that the condition ϑ > 0 is still met.
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